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**On the Shores of Elk Lake, Michigan**
Installment 1
August 2, 1999
Dear Friends,
It has been about a month since the Holzhauer family adventure began and those of you who wanted to
keep track of our whereabouts may be wondering what is going on with us. As Louise wrote to some
friends, we have neither lost our computer nor did we decide to fly with JFK, Jr. the first leg of our trip.
[His private plane crashed during the summer, killing everyone on board.] Instead, as planned, we have
been in Michigan at the cottage on Elk Lake.
The summer so far has been a quiet, relaxing one broken up by a few pulse-racing events. Like most of
the rest of the country, our weather has been sporadically, ghastly hot. On a few days it actually was
warmer here than in Orlando. But unlike the rest of the country, few people here have air conditioning!
Fortunately, the hot days have generally been windy days which temper the onslaught of the sun. (On
the other hand, isn't hot air blown around the principle behind the convection oven which cooks food so
much faster?) The scorching hot days also have warmed up the lake quite nicely (today, a refreshing
80 degrees). But they also seem to each have been followed by wicked storms, which seem to reach
their peak at night, producing some spectacular, impressively awesome lightening displays which
remind you of Who is really in control of things on the planet (and who isn't). After one of those
nights, we woke up in the early morning (5:30 am), looked out the front window in the first light of
dawn and saw an empty boat hoist--one that had a boat on it the night before. Sometime during the
night the raging storm-created surf had floated our ski boat off the lift and it was gone. It was still rainy
and cold when we made the first attempt at locating it. We went searching a mile north and south in a
little fishing boat with a tiny outboard motor on it (beats rowing!), coming back wet and cold, but with
nothing to show for our efforts. Visions of filing insurance claims for bashed up sunken boats ran
through my mind. When it got lighter and the neighbors woke up, we commandeered their motorboat
and went searching for ours around the lake's perimeter (the lake is 11 miles long) finally locating it
across the 2 mile width of the lake about 2 miles north of the cottage--all in all about 3 ½ miles away-unharmed and run aground in less than 2 feet of water. Piloting it home tossed about in the rain and
surf, I felt like Captain Ahab in search of the great whale or perhaps more like Gilligan on the
SS Minnow ("The weather started getting rough, the tiny ship was tossed… [everybody sing]..."). We
weren't the only ones to experience loss--our neighbors eventually recovered their canoe and several
sections of their wooden dock quite a way down the lake.
The cherry season was early and short with the farmers again crying the blues over the size of the crop
and the price paid for fruit at the processing plant. More and more are simply getting out of the business.
In 1986 there were over 44,000 Michigan acres in tart cherries (the ones used in pie filling, for example);
last year there were just over 33,000 acres. Meanwhile, being agriculturally contrarian, (read--wildly
foolish), the trees on our family's land continue to mature with some assistance (picture me sitting on a
little platform pulled behind a tractor hand spraying a few thousand little trees). The trees are between 1
and 3 years old and will begin to yield harvestable fruit after 6 years.
Otherwise, we have spent the summer swimming, sailing, reading, welcoming friends from
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Orlando and Louise's high school days and, ever since we recovered the boat, taking the kids skiing
slightly less often than their strenuously lobbied-for every-waking-minute schedule. They both are
doing quite well, up first-time-every-time on the slalom ski and cutting sharply back and forth across the
wake. Andrew is gaining consistency in his 180 degree turns on the trick skis (yes, that would make one
skiing backwards). Maike enjoys showing off on the wake board with some spins of her own. Their
father however, cannot seem to get up on the slalom ski. It is mildly disconcerting when your children
get old enough to outdo you in various undertakings--the first of many to come, no doubt.
I go for long walks with the kids who are not too embarrassed or mature (at 9 and 13) to hold hands with
dad. I don't know how much longer they will put up with this, but I am determined to prolong it as long
as possible and to treasure every tender moment we have together. I was doing some consistent running
as well until a minor injury sidelined me for a few weeks.
Louise received a book for her birthday called One Year Off published this year and written by David
Cohen. He had made a pile of money as editor of the popular glossy-photo coffee table book series
titled "A Day in the Life of . . .". He took off with his wife and three children ages 8, 7 and 2 (!) on a
one year, around the world trip to some fairly aggressive destinations (including Botswana, Istanbul,
Cambodia, Laos). Besides the obvious, there are some interesting similarities between us. Cohen was a
former first year law student ("a truly gruesome year, where [he] proved two theories fairly conclusively:
1) the first year of law school isn't the preferred venue for contrarian thinking, and 2) you can't learn
torts and civil procedure through osmosis. No one was sorry to see [him] go."), was just over 40 when
he embarked on his "one year off'' and home schooled their kids while away. The Cohens also had
similar reactions when they announced their plans to their friends which he described as:
.. .distinctly mixed. Some of our friends thought it was a wonderful idea. A few even
seemed jealous. Others--generally the ones who told us haw brave we were-actually
thought this was the single stupidest thing they ever heard in their lives. . . .I was heartened
by the fact that older people-folks in their sixties and seventies whose kids had left homewere the most encouraging.
But there are also some differences between us--in his motivation (he was fed up with his work and
"didn't care about [his] career anymore" and had the angst to return to the type of world class traveling
that both he and his wife had done before they were married) and in his total cutting loose of his former
life (he closed his publishing business and sold their house, cars and most of their other possessions).
In the book I did pick up a really good idea for influencing child behavior in the car on the long drives
(feel free to use this one):
When the usual threats, time-outs, and quiet times stopped working, we had to get creative.
Devi [his wife} read about a guy who bought a huge bag of candy whenever he went on a
road trip with his children. First, he displayed the bag lovingly to the children, and told
them it could all be theirs at the end of the trip. Then, every time the kids started fighting,
he silently grabbed a handful of candy and tossed it out the window.
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I would be pleased to come away with equally valuable lessons as the ones he learned during his year
off (e.g.--"...that you have to live every moment--no matter where you are and what you are doing-as
if it were truly important... And you have to do these things right now because life is short under any
circumstances and in some cases it can be plucked away at a moment's notice”). This particular lesson
came home even more clearly as friends of ours have been to China and back (literally) adopting a 2
year-old girl into their family and as other friends are at the Mayo Clinic battling a recently discovered
serious cancer--all in the month since we left Orlando. There is no dress rehearsal for life which is all
the more reason to live it faithfully and unabashedly the only time around with eyes on heaven,
without delay or regret. I also hope to keep focused in order to realize some of the benefits he found
(e.g. -- “We got to forge intense, meaningful, and positive relationships with our kids during their
formative years.... I don't know what that's worth--but I think it's probably priceless.”) By the way, I
commend the book, it is an engaging, funny, easy summer read. To get a flavor for the book, check
out his website: www.oneyearoff.com.
I have spent a fair amount of rainy day time on the Internet making arrangements for the next phase of
our own adventure. While it does take time, it really is remarkably easy to connect with relatives and
friends over there and make reservations even at some pretty obscure locations--we will even end up
staying at a castle or two along the way. Interestingly enough, that's what Devi Cohen did too, planning
the Cohen's trip around the world (including safaris and camel roundups) herself after firing two travel
agents. Our itinerary is complete which must mean we're ready to go, although we don't take off from
Orlando until August 17th.
Louise is preparing daily for her second annual swim across the lake which will take place in a week or
so just before we leave Michigan. She is reading voraciously and keeps the kids on their daily music
practice and reading schedules (when they are not badgering us to go skiing).
I have also been fairly disciplined in spending at least an hour a day studying Spanish to get a head start
on a later phase of our adventure. While my vocabulary recognition has expanded 3 or 4 fold and I can
begin to decipher readings in the book (which of course only use previously-studied vocabulary), I
haven't reached that critical point of putting together coherent sentences with any degree of confidence.
If I went to Mexico now, my Spanish would sound like the Mexican version of Tarzan with several
grunted, single noun or one verb sentences strung together with a lot of meaning-laced inflection and
hopeful gesticulation.
As I close this too-long (I promise to be shorter next time) first chapter of our adventure diary, I am
watching the orange-red sun gradually disappear into a bank of clouds just above the horizon across the
lake like some giant copper coin slowly depositing itself into a slot with the surface of the water turned
burnt orange. I wish you all could join us for moments like this.
For all the Holzhauers from Golden Pond,
Greg
P.S.--If, after this first installment, you have determined that you no longer want to be on the recipient
list (or wonder how you ever got on it in the first place), just email us back and we will save you the
mailbox clogger in the future.
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**Somewhere South of Atlanta**
Installment 2
August 13, 1999
Dear Friends,
The Michigan chapter of the family adventure ended quietly. The weather turned cooler the last 10 days
with one night's low into the 40's and the lake temperature edging down into the lower 70's. Nudging us
landward, this caused the rediscovery of some corny pleasures from earlier times. We found an old game
of Yahtzee in the closet, a dice game in which you attempt to roll various prescribed combinations,
including five of a kind (a "Yahtzee"). Andrew can add in his head the numbers on five dice in a
nanosecond. (Does anyone know a legitimate market other than the casino industry where one can deploy
this skill?). We also found an old croquet set with most of the pieces intact and set it up in the yard behind
the cottage--well, "yard" is actually a rather charitable description of the field--what with the ruts, the
gully, the deep green grass over the septic field, several trees and the steep hill on one side just past the first
wicket, the kids started calling it "Xtreme Croquet." This course (field?) has everything but a water
hazard--and if it had rained much, we might have had one of those too! The undersigned, being gracious in
victory as well as in defeat (well, I suppose I would have been if it had ever happened), suggested the last
day that we retire my orange mallet, kind of like they do with the jerseys of NBA stars.
The cooler temps did not deter the intrepid lake swimmers. At the last minute, Maike joined Louise and a
couple of neighbors for the big swim across the lake and ended up finishing first in almost exactly one
hour. Even Andrew hopped out of the trailing boat and swam the last third. Now they're talking about
swimming it back and forth next year.
Another great blessing of the summer was spending an extended time with my parents who are beginning
to show the effects of aging as certain body parts begin to come out of warranty. We enjoyed both quality
and quantity time together. They are each dealing with the effects of aging in different ways. Dad, who
turns 74 in a couple of weeks, frequently talks in terms of "last" things--the last time we will be together
this long, the last time he will be able to do this or that, etc., while Mom, who turned 82 earlier this year
talks about "next" things--like the next 3-week driving trip planned for October through minor national
parks of the western U.S. after they return later this month from leading a group from their church to
Armonia in Mexico City--and who only recently and reluctantly gave up jazzercise and cross country
skiing (for the most part) and who, according to Dad, still talks about wanting to go parasailing. (She did
go on the hot air balloon ride we gave her for her 80th birthday).
We are on our way to Orlando. If you receive this message, you will know we returned home safely in
order to send it. We will pack and reload to leave for Paris to begin the Europe chapter on the 17th when
the real adventure commences. Many of you know I was anxious about locating a place for us to stay in
London for the 11 weeks we will be in London starting in mid-September. With about everything going
against us--too short a time for a rental, too long a time for a tourist flat or some other tourist
accommodation, the desire to be close to midtown London (the course meets at the equivalent of
Manhattan in downtown London), the need for at least two bedrooms, with cooking facilities, etc. etc., I
remained confident that the Lord would provide something, but I had no idea how or what. So for the last
six months, I beat the bushes like mad looking for something and came up mostly empty. Some of the
modest places I inquired about wanted $2000 per week! When we left Orlando we had been offered a
place to stay with an older couple I had met in Mexico City last September, but it was in Basingstoke--a
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daunting (and expensive) 1 ½ hour commute each way each day which would limit access to the city for
the rest of the family. Then the Lord moved, providing a place which I firmed up the day before we left
Michigan-- a detached house in the suburb of Dulwich-- including 4 beds, kitchen, living room, garage,
back yard-- all just a mile from the end of a subway ("tube") line which goes directly to the station nearest
the institute (in total, a 10 minute commute). [Editor's note: this turned out to be a vast understatement, but
still nothing like Basingstoke.] We will have to pay rent, but at only $400 a month!!! The home is owned
by a man who until recently worked with a mission to Nepal (International Nepal Fellowship), who now
works for the British Council and who is going in ten days with his wife and two small children on a short
term assignment to Budapest, Hungary. They had found someone to live in their house beginning in
December after we leave, but no one before then. Despite my earlier confidence, I am always stunned
when the Lord shows his hand. He is indeed faithful--seldom early, but never late.
Grateful for this confirmation, I am reminded of one of my favorite quotes related by Ravi Zacharias from
King George VI, who in his New Year's Eve address to the Commonwealth commented:
I said to the man at the gate of the year, ‘Give me a light that I might walk safely into the
unknown.’ And he said to me, ‘Go out into the darkness and put your hand into the hand
of God and it shall be to you safer than the light and better than the known.’
For all the Holzhauers from the gate in His grip,
Greg
P.S.--Again, if you have determined that you no longer want to be on the recipient list, just email us back
and we will save you from subsequent installments.
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***Installment 2A***
August 13, 1999
Somewhere South of Atlanta
(Personal Supplement)

One passage I didn’t include from One Year Off had to do with losing the nerve to do it. Cohen put it
this way:
So other than a sudden illness in the family, there was only one possible stumbling block:
losing our nerve. I mean it’s one thing to dream up a scheme like this and quite another to
maintain your resolve. And if there was ever a plan that lent itself to chickening out, this
was it. I figured the best way around this pitfall was to boldly announce our agenda to all
our friends and family. That way we’d be too humiliated to call it off.
I had similar feelings. I knew what we're doing is right--it is good for us, good for our kids, good for us
as a family, good as a testimony of our priorities to others. But, especially as it gets closer, there are
those occasional moments of terror--that it will instead ruin our lives forever. But then rationality (I
think) returns and I say "Naahh" in my mind and return to the anxious, excited anticipation I usually
enjoy prior to this thought cycle.
One remaining, nagging thought remains, however... The thought that, as many have said to me: "it
will change your life" or "you will come back a different person." I find I don’t know how to respond.
(They said the same things before we had children.) Should I say, "I hope so" (as I have said to a few),
but that sounds like I am dissatisfied with my life now. If I were to say, "I hope not," it neither sounds
open to change or positive about the trip and definitely doesn’t reflect my inner feelings. Instead I
usually say, "Well, we’re excited about it," and maybe I add "and what God will do with it." I have
asked those who want to pray for us to pray that God would use whatever we're experiencing at the
moment (whether it be rest, travel, study or ministry) to mold us into the people and the family He
wants us to become. The interesting thing is that I am simultaneously anxious about coming back
different and about not coming back different. On one hand, what if this does disrupt everything, alter
my career path (I'm sure it already has), where we live, how we live, etc., etc.? What if the new paths
lead us someplace I don’t want to go? On the other hand, what if I come back exactly the same, fall
into the old routines and essentially continue by inertia as if nothing happened? Will I have let down
my family, truncated my witness, missed the message? Being basically a content person, I really feel
like the latter is the more likely scenario. With the former, I have enough faith and confidence that God
has our greatest good in mind for us. With the latter, the fear is in missing it--not being faithful enough
on my part to hear Him speak.
I am also reading John Stott's book The Contemporary Christian. He opens the chapter
regarding guidance, vocation and ministry with these words:
If God has a purpose for the lives of his people, and if his purpose is discoverable, then
nothing could be more important than for us to discern and do it. The apostle Paul
certainly indicated that this was his expectation. 'We are God's workmanship,' he affirmed,
'created in Jesus Christ to do good works, which God prepared in advance for us to do.'
[Ephesians 2:10-- my emphasis]. If, therefore, there are good works which God has
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planned and designed for us, presumably from before we were born, we surely must find
out what they are. No wonder Paul wrote later in the same letter: 'Do not be foolish, but
understand what the Lord's will is ' [Ephesians 5:17]
So, as a work in progress, I don't believe that these carefully conceived plans, crafted over many
months (and if we believe Paul, from eternity past), prayed over by many and confirmed by blessing so
far in many ways can somehow be a gigantic side track from the path representing God's will for our
lives. Nor do I believe that we can trump his ace and force ourselves off the path He has established.
No, I really believe deep down that God is weaving these experiences into the fabric of our lives in
accordance with His will established forever ago. I guess on one hand that I would be surprised if He
returned us to the same point we left. On the other hand, I am scared to boldly proclaim that we intend
to come back radically different than when we left and let everyone down if we don't.
With regard to my parents, I left out a few observations from the circulated letter. With regard to dad,
this summer for the first time, I do see him unable to do as much work as he wants to do. Oh, before, he
would comment that his shoulder would bother him so he could no longer paint over his head
comfortably. But it never really interfered with daily activities--just hire someone to paint the house.
But now little things--standing on a 2-step stepladder, kneeling to do anything, etc. are painful to the
point of inability. Prudently he also focuses on their eventual deaths-- perhaps a bit much for my liking-making sure we know where the wills are kept, which pieces of furniture are important family heirlooms
or valuable as antiques, the need to add a codicil to his will to make sure the tractor goes for use with the
cherry orchards. But, he also seems busier than ever, with his hand in more things than in the past. The
first Sunday I was in church in Elk Rapids, his name and phone number for contact about various things
was in the bulletin 4 times. Plus he was listed as an elder (term expiring 1999) and with my mother, as
the early service ushers. He teaches Stephen ministry, is spearheading the mission study, is on the
outreach committee and leading the group to Armonia in 10 days. He is the key person that everyone
looks to for road maintenance, management of the homeowners' association, who to hire for this or that
task, etc. Plus he is on the township zoning commission. He is excited by the growing orchard and really
enjoys discing the rows, spraying the trees and discussing the care of the orchard with Joe Merillat.
Everyone knows him and he knows everybody else. So in some ways he is slowing down; in others he
keeps up a pace that few could keep up with. My mother's greatest frustration is that it is hard to plan
anything around his busy schedule. Yet she is determined.
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**Greetings from Holland**
Installment 3
August 25, 1999

After our first week of travel, all is well. We have enjoyed cool, clear weather and have survived the
vagaries of driving in France, Belgium and Holland without getting either too lost or arrested. While it is
impossible to convey all of what we have seen and done (each of you would unsubscribe), here are some
highlights of week one:
Paris: The Peugeot
Once at the Paris airport we located our leased car--a red Peugeot and faced our first major problem--we
had about 25 cubic feet of luggage to put in a 15 cubic foot trunk. After investigating and discarding
other options (rooftop carrier--$400 plus installation; switch to a minivan--$? but none available; ship
the bag ahead to England - also $400), we shoved, crammed and sat with and among all the luggage for
our trip into Paris--not a long term solution. (We later each repacked our luggage, placing the excess in
our largest bag and leaving it at the first place we stayed in order to pick it up again 30 days later.) After
getting gas (300 francs -- $50) to partially fill our gas tank (gas is consistently in excess of $1 per liter,
that is, more than $4 per gallon), we drove into Paris, a harrowing experience for me, with woefully
inadequate maps of the criss-crossing (and unlabeled) streets and arrived at our first destination: Notre
Dame.
Notre Dame
Next to the equestrian statue of Charlemagne sculpted in a triumphant pose to inspire fear in the heart of
any onlooker (although it is hard to look too fierce with two live pigeons perched on your head alternately
soiling your shoulders), we looked on Our Lady. The bottom third of the western facade was covered as
it was being pressure washed but was awesome none the less. Your eyes cannot help but look heavenward
(which is the whole idea after all). It was interesting to contemplate the awe with which the faithful must
have experienced ND with its gothic spires and gorgeous rose windows, many telling stories that the
illiterate peasants couldn't read for themselves; today the milling mobs of mostly pagan tourists rob Our
Lady of her ethereal quality.
Chateau de Jonvilliers
I won't bore you with each and every place we stay, but this one was special. Built in the 1500's the
Chateau de Jonvilliers is the home of Richard Thompson, an American married to a French woman who
had inherited the Chateau. To pay for the maintenance of the house, they utilize the five rooms on the
third floor as a bed and breakfast. The house comes complete with two black lab puppies and an attack
pheasant which literally attempts to block the winding forested entry drive and then pecks at your car's
side panels as you slowly inch forward. I believe that the puppies were the highlight of the day for the
kids. Our first day alternated light showers (the only rain so far) and bright sun which just before sunset
produced a stunning double rainbow.
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Versailles
Versailles, built mostly by Louis the XIV on the site of his father's modest hunting lodge, the massive
palace is only a shadow of the 30 square mile, 27 mile walled masterpiece it once was. Now the grounds
encompass about 3 square miles. Of what is left inside, only about 20 percent is visitable and we only saw
half or less of that. One can hardly imagine the opulence which literally stretched farther than the eye
could see. Inside, the hall of mirrors is probably the most impressive--250 feet of grand hall with
windows overlooking the 1-mile Grand Canal on one side and 17 paneled mirrors (just invented in Louis's
time) on the other. All in all, between the chandeliers and candelabra, it took over 3000 candles to light
the room where the Treaty of Versailles ending World War I was signed. Also impressive were the
symbolic ceiling paintings in each room such as the war room in which Louis is seen in triumph over
various anonymous armies (well, mostly anonymous given the double eagle symbol of Germany
appearing in one comer and the roaring lion symbol of Spain prominently displayed) and peace room in
which chubby cupids frolic among broken swords and cannons. As Louis XIV thought of himself as the
Sun King, statues, paintings and symbols of the god Apollo make frequent appearances as well. The most
famous of the many portraits of the Sun King shows Louis in one of his 300 wigs made to cover up his
emerging baldness and changed several times a day. Then it was off to the flowered gardens which
surround the Grand Canal interspersed with 300 of the originall500 gravity fed fountains. Louis used to
keep 60 sailors on the ready at all times to pilot the various boats and gondolas there at his beck and call
for impromptu regattas. Two other Louises also lived there-Louis the XVth (the XIVth's great-grandson)
and the XVI (best known as husband of the perpetually silly Marie Antoinette of "let them eat cake"
fame). Her bedroom inside had gorgeous wallpaper (changed seasonally), and off in the woods near the
Grand Canal were the grounds of a 12 building, thatched roof village where, inspired by Rousseau's
vision of the simple peasant life, she would go, garbed in plain white muslin to tend (or rather supervise
others in the tending of) her perfumed sheep. It's no wonder the revolutionaries eventually stormed the
palace, ransacked it and dragged her and Louis XVI out eventually taking them into Paris where they
knelt under the guillotine and were made about a foot shorter at the top.
The Louvre
Using a combination guidebook and rented audio CD, we saw the highlights of the Louvre in a
reasonable 2 ½ -3 hours. The kids did great. My favorite piece d'art (and Maike's) was a painting of The
Wedding at Cana (a bright, raucous scene of a Venetian banquet--among the 130 figures were a selfportrait of the artist as part of the band of musicians and Jesus on hand to make the wine--along with 6
dogs and a jester and midget to entertain as well). It was also the largest painting in the Louvre taking up
an entire huge wall--after all, that's how I judge the quality of my art--the bigger, the better. But we also
saw all the obligatory other famous masterpieces: Winged Victory (headless and armless, but with a
couple of her fingers located on site, displayed nearby), Venus de Milo (armless and topless), the crown
jewels of France (kind of skimpy compared to the British set at the Tower of London) and Miss Mona
(complete with arms, head and those eyes that are still following me). The Louvre is massive--after all, it
was formerly the palace before Louis XIV moved it to Versailles.
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The Eiffel Tower
After taking ground pictures from every conceivable angle, Andrew, Maike and I climbed the first two
levels on foot and Louise took the elevator. We are not sure how many steps there are since we counted
681 on the way up and 688 on the way down. Blue skies made for endless views and a sense of
accomplishment.
Chartres
Our guide, Ms. Deboors, did a masterful job of deciphering the outdoor friezes and the stained glass
window scenes-the oldest in the world with all of its original glass. We were fortunate to be seated,
learning about the famous rose windows when the afternoon sun reached just the right angle to shine
through the famous blue panes. While there were plenty of blue panes, the rare and expensive cobalt
blue glass was reserved for Mary's robe in one window and the baby Jesus' robe drape in another. The
lower panes of the side panel windows depicted the trade of the donor (e.g.--3 scenes of a man tanning
leather, making the shoes and trying the finished pair on the feet of a customer). While the basic
cathedral was completed in just 30 years, various parts were added over the centuries. The most startling
example is the twin spires at the rear of the cathedral (the western facade where you enter)--they are of
distinctly different styles. The cathedral also is a study of design and balance. It was among the first
which had flying buttresses worked into the design from the beginning--those at Notre Dame were
apparently added as the columns began to splay outward at the top from the weight of the spires. There
was a labyrinth design on the floor through which the pilgrims made their way on their knees before they
approached the altar. The circular diameter of the labyrinth is exactly the same as that of each of the rose
windows. (By the way, the difference in a labyrinth and a maze is that one can get lost in a maze but not
in a labyrinth).
Architecture and Columns
The kids have quickly acquired the necessary expertise to identify Doric (sailor hat-topped), Ionic
(scroll-topped) and Corinthian (leafy-topped) columns and the basic differences between Romanesque
(round vaulted, thick columned and shorter) and Gothic (pointed, graceful tall, thin columns supported
by flying buttresses leaving room for brightening stained glass) cathedral architecture. As every hamlet
has its church (and we may have driven through every hamlet in France), it became a game to glance up
from whatever diversion the kids were engrossed in to speedily identity the styles on the way by.

Belgium
Largely forgettable (except for the lace museum in Brugge where we learned how the delicate
handiwork was done) but a stop on the way to Holland nonetheless.
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Holland
We stopped at Kindetjidk (I can't pronounce anything here!), a place where 19 windmills (actually
18 ½ as the miller pointed out to us due to a fire which destroyed one of the wings of one of them)
remain. All but one of them are private homes and still function. The remaining one is open to explore
and was churning away in the stiff breeze. We first walked by a couple of the private ones and watched 3
of the neighboring men working in their vegetable gardens--digging potatoes, raking hay etc.-just next to
the algae-topped canals with swans swimming gracefully by. Our day ended at the home of the parents of
Olga Fogerty in the city of Ede in their lovely home and graceful flowered garden. We enjoyed
conversation with them, including their reminiscences of WWII years when they were children in
occupied Holland. Margot's family had hidden an older Jewish woman in their home and experienced a
search by the German soldiers who were looking for her, a search which, had it resulted in finding the
woman, would have meant certain death for her entire family. Her own grandmother lived with them and
Margot (as a 6 year old) was instructed to say, if questioned, that she had two grandmothers. Her uncle
was married to a Jewish woman from a wealthy textile merchant family and arranged to hide the entire
family among relatives. All survived the war. Afterwards, when no one had anything, Margot's family
for years enjoyed paid vacations courtesy of the surviving Jewish family. We went to eat at the
Pannenkoekenhuis Langeberg (the Langeberg Pancakehouse) for some delicious Dutch pancakes topped
with everything from apricots to bacon. The children now want to commute from wherever we will be to
eat every meal here.
All in all, week one has been a delight. We have survived and even enjoyed the time in the car together as
a family. We haven't had to resort to chucking candy (or one of them) out the car window. The kids have
tolerated the art ("Trust us, kids, this painting is important--and this one...and this one") and endured
traipsing through cathedral and palace alike.
For all the Holzhauers on the road (and looking for even bigger art),
Greg
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**Greetings from Hohenschwangau, Germany**
Installment 4
September 5, 1999

We are at the foot of the Disney castle; well, not that one, the real one the folks at WDW used as a model
for Cinderella's castle at the theme parks. From our hotel room this morning (one of our two splurges of
the trip) we can look out our window and see Hohenschwangau castle and around the corner to the right
Neuschwanstein (the Cinderella one). Last night at sunset, the hills behind Neuschwanstein were lit up in
tones of orange, a relatively rare phenomenon the locals call "Alpengluhen" which, as best as I can
gather, means the Alpine flames. The weather continues to be mostly clear and not a drop of rain during
the day so far. Here are a few highlights of the last 10 days:
Roots
After Holland we went visiting relatives in Northern Germany. First we visited the Boldemanns in
Cuxhaven on the North Sea. If I have this correct, Gabriele (the mom) is my fourth cousin which means
that we share a common great, great, great grandfather. For those that understand this family tree business
better than I do (which must be every one of you), feel free to correct me. Gabriele (an English teacher)
and her husband Michael (a pediatrician) have two daughters, Katrin (who has stayed with us twice in the
last 10 years, once as a junior at Trinity Prep and once to do a short law internship at WHWW on her way
to a German law degree) and Maike (where we picked up the name for our daughter). I think that then
makes the Maikes fifth cousins (add another "great" to the common grandfather). The German Maike is a
concert violinist just finishing her studies and who, with her boyfriend who was also visiting, gave us an
impromptu concert full of Mozart pieces after dinner. It is easy to feel like an underachiever in this family.
Then it was on to the Holzhauer side of the family to the little village of Volmersdingsen where Heinz
Holzhauer and his wife Anna and their grown children Christhard and Adelheide graciously greeted us.
Christhard has a two year old son named Maximilian (big name for a little boy) who would again I believe
be a fourth cousin with our children. We visited the house/barn where the common great great would have
left Germany to come to the US. The inscription over the door indicated that it was built in May of 1799
making it just a few months over 200 years old.
Here a Schloss, there a Schloss...
Two other castles (in German, "Schloss") bear mention. The first (Schloss Landsberg) is one we stayed
in (our other splurge of the trip)--a 19th century round towered deal built on the site of an earlier castle
(1500's) with the crumbled, toppled tower from it right next to the current one. We stayed in one of the
tower rooms in a round bed in a round room with vaulted ceilings. Really cool! That day we went to
visit Wartburg Castle which was where, among other things over the centuries, Luther hid out for about a
year after raising the ire of the Catholic church who didn't think much of any of the 95 Theses he tacked
to the church door at Wittenburg (we saw that church too). During the time he was there he translated the
New Testament from Greek to German and wrote 43 other scholarly treatises (another overachiever).
The real property lawyer in me was interested to learn how the original builder of the castle came to
acquire the land through a clever variety of adverse possession. Around the first millennium, a guy
named Count Louis the Jumper (never did find out where he got that moniker) was said to have
exclaimed "Wait, mountain, you shall be my castle" (miraculously speaking broken English for the first
time) when he saw the hilltop on which the castle is built. The only problem was he didn't have any
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semblance of ownership rights to it. So he had dirt from his place brought there and scattered over the
hilltop and he could therefore testify under oath before the Emperor that the castle he built was indeed
constructed on his soil. This apparently worked.
The Autobahn
There are only speed limits posted for trucks (which must remain in the right lane except for passing), for
construction zones (frequent, especially in the former East German areas which is still playing
infrastructure catch up) and for rainy conditions (none so far). The traffic generally moves in the right
lane between 100 and 120 kms per hour (62 and 75 mph), in the center lane (if three lanes) around 140
(about 87 mph) and in the left lane between 140 and perhaps 200 kms per hour (up to 124 mph). There is
not the sensation of tremendous speed when the other cars are moving at comparable rates; however,
when I hit 180 (about 112 mph or roughly twice our typical 55 mph highway speed), I started to lose my
nerve and quickly brought it back to a more reasonable 150! There were several times when I was
driving 160 and had to move over to avoid being blown off the road by another car which would pass me
as if I were parked.
Sprechin' German
Some of my high school German has come in handy, although what seems to come forth is often a
combination of recently studied Spanish and rusty German. In a bakery, I asked for "unStuck"-- that is,
"one piece" with "one" in Spanish and "piece" in German. The young lady behind the counter looked
blankly at the dim one on the other side. I returned to pointing at what I wanted with the appropriate
number of fingers outstretched. German is a relatively easy language (I think that is why I picked it in the
first place back in high school) in that rather than creating a new noun for something, it simply chains
together other descriptive words. Example: burgermeister (mayor) which combines the word for citizen
and master together. Or the kids favorite example discovered just after entering German territory, the word
for exit which combines the German word for out ("aus") with the word for drive ("fahren") into the
combined form" ausfahrt" which is a very welcome sight when one must, well, you know... ausfahrt. Great
waves of giggling emerged from the back seat.
Some Sobering Sights
A couple of days ago we visited the Haus am Checkpoint Charlie, the museum at the former checkpoint
between West and East Berlin which documents the construction of the wall and the attempts to cross it
(both legally and illegally). We saw everything imaginable to stash a person from secret compartments in
cars, to two suitcases with sliding side panels placed side by side on the train rack, to tunnels, to lookalikes (one guy who could travel back and forth found a girl who looked like his girlfriend stuck on the
East, romanced her, took her to the East, ditched her and used her papers to get the real one to the West),
to cable runners, to flying contraptions and diving devices. All in all, it is a quirky, but fascinating
museum to ingenuity born of desperation for freedom. Yesterday we visited Dachau with its chilling
reminders of an unthinkable era in recent history. While eerie, it is one of those painfully fascinating
places. Our guide gave us a realistic description of daily life in which you could only stay alive as long
as you could prove your ability to work all the while starving slowly, knowing that your gradual
weakening was bringing you closer to your uselessness to the SS and your certain death. Meanwhile, as a
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centrally located camp, as the succeeding Allies increasingly shrunk the German perimeter, other camps
were evacuated to Dachau and each of the 34 barracks meant for 200 apiece then housed as many as 1600
men. Food, already in short supply, was likewise divided up among more and more which accelerated the
starvation. At the end fuel was in such short supply there was not enough to fire the crematorium, and
bodies (as many as 150 a day) were simply stacked. While this camp was tucked in behind an SS training
camp and fronted on other sides by vast fields, given that there were about 170 subsidiary camps located
in the region (usually alongside an armaments factory in order to deploy slave labor to build weapons)
filled with those coming through Dachau and administered from Dachau itself, it is nearly impossible to
believe that the ordinary German civilians did not know what was going on here. Why didn't they stop
it? One could not help but wonder what the next generation will ask about us--why didn't we stop...
(abortion, genocide... ) After all, how could we not know. The children were rather quiet as we left.
Bavarian Beauty
Ludwig II, the king of Bavaria who built three opulent castles in the last half of the last century (which we
visited in a day) chose an area along the Austrian border in which to nestle each one. You can't fault his
choice of location. With its towering mountains, bright green fields meeting dark green forests and chilly
mountain lakes, this surely is some of the most beautiful real estate in the world. If it were in the US it
would be covered with condos. Here you are still as likely to follow a hay baler making its way down the
road as any other type of vehicle. The biggest one, Neuschwanstein, was still being finished as Ludwig
was declared mentally incompetent and removed from power at age 41. Mysteriously, he was found dead
a few days later floating in a lake near Munich even though he was a good swimmer.
From here it is on to Austria and Italy.
For all the Holzhauers checking out the real estate (and wishing I'd brought some soil from home to
scatter),
Greg
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**Greetings from Huemoz, Switzerland**
Installment 5
September 11, 1999

This is a place which is not even on the map. It is the home of L'Abri, which means The Shelter in
French. It was founded by Francis and Edith Schaeffer over 40 years ago as a place of retreat for those
considering the Christian philosophical world and life view and its impact on contemporary culture;
presently, excluding the staff families and ourselves, there are 28 mostly young people
here for varying lengths of time. Besides biweekly lectures, there is a high quality book and tape library
(where I spent this morning). Physically, it is a cluster of 4 or 5 chalets clinging precariously to the
sheer Alpine mountains. We are just here for a relaxing couple of days and are staying in Chalet
Sapins, our portion consisting of 3 bedrooms, a living room, kitchen, bathroom and balcony. If you
picture a Swiss chalet stuck like a thumbtack to the side of an alp, you've probably got the right thing in
mind. The year before Louise and I were married, in our last (and only) trip to Europe as backpacking
college students, we spent a day here and dubbed it the most beautiful place we had ever been. Twenty
years and a few other places under our belts, our opinion has not changed.
Puppets and Do Re Mi
Since we last communicated, we have been in Austria and Italy. In Salzburg, the home of Mozart,
we took in his opera, Das Zauberflote (The Magic Flute), performed entirely by marionette.
Fortunately, Louise had the foresight to acquire a children's book and CD so we could bone up on
the basic story and music, since the performance was entirely in German; even in English, it is a
mostly nonsensical, farcical story in which the main storyline elements seem randomly woven
together. Without the preparation in the car the previous few days, it would have made
lighthearted nonsense completely incomprehensible. The two ladies from Britain next to Maike
were totally lost. It made me kind of proud to have my children explain to me what was really
going on that the ladies didn't understand. The skill of the puppeteers is incredible--you would
swear the wooden puppets changed expression, merely by the body language communicated
through the strings. At one point, a lock (literally) is snapped on the lips of one puppet by another;
later it is knocked off by another one. Puppet birds fly in sweeping circles and then land on a
puppet's shoulder. At one point, a giraffe lowers and curls its neck around an elephant's
upstretched trunk to scratch an itch. These latter things aren't even central to the story, but are just
happening in the background. At the third rising of the curtain after it is over, a mirror is put into
place showing the audience the puppeteers above, shocking you with the realization that the
puppets are perhaps only 2 feet tall at most.
We spent another morning seeing the sights where the Sound of Music was filmed which was great fun-the hills, the mansion (front and back are two different mansions), the "Do Re Mi" steps, the convent,
the wedding church, the gazebo ("I am 16, going on 17") etc. etc. Besides being beautiful, it was fun to
learn about the differences between the real Von Trapp story and the license Hollywood took with it-(examples: Maria must have had superhuman auditory and track abilities to hear the bells and get back
to the convent in 10 minutes since it was about 6 or 7 miles away; if the family had escaped over the
mountains they pictured in the movie ["Climb Every Mountain"], they would have escaped to...
Germany!. . .somewhat counterproductive, if you know what I mean).
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It'ly
We made the obligatory Northern Italy stops at Venice (canals, Venetian glass and gondolas), Florence
(Duomo, ice cream and David) and Pisa (yes, it's still leaning), spending (at 1800 to the dollar) what
seemed like (and probably was) billions of lira. Italy has been the worst to navigate by car--impossible in
Venice (for obvious reasons) and foolish in Florence (park it and walk). To the extent signs direct you
anywhere (few and far between), they mysteriously peter out when you get close. I guess they figure that
if you got that close, you must know where you are. Also, no Italian is capable of giving coherent
directions. My read on it is that (like Disney) the whole thing is intentionally designed just to slow you
down so that you will spend a few gazillion more lira. I think the giant sucking sound Ross Perot heard
was really coming from Italy and not Mexico, and it was the sound of American tourist wallets draining.
Example: fairly spartan 4 bedded room in Venice--480,000 lira a night--(try the calculation using the
formula above to get the math credit our children got for that day of home schooling to arrive at around
$265!!)
Nevertheless, the gondola ride was relaxing and Michelangelo’s David is stunning. With rocks in hand
and the sling over his shoulder, M has caught David at the moment he has just said to himself, "I can take
this guy" (Goliath)--or something to that effect. David is clearly relaxed, but alert and completely
confident with steely-eyed concentration; kind of like a deer poised not for flight but for action. It is
amazing what M communicates through chipping away at a marble block. He deserves his acclaim.
A Unified Europe?
As most of you know, thirteen of the European countries have unified. There are many indications of this
around such as a new flag at the borders (blue with 13 yellow stars in a circle) and a new currency (the
"euro"--not yet in circulation, but some prices expressed in both currencies). But there are many things
which are not yet standardized. The currency conversions remain mind numbing and it is a nuisance to
have to hunt down and withdraw money in a new currency from an ATM every time we cross a border (6
times so far). Most conversions are fairly easy as a couple are roughly 2 to 1. Some other conversions
take a bit more mental energy (like that doggone lira: about 1800 to the dollar, sooo.. . , you (simply) take
a price in lira, knock off the three zeroes, divide by 2, add 10% and round up a bit) and some are just
plain impossible (Austrian shilling: about 12.8 to the dollar--[!can't exactly divide by 13 in my head--only
after we left did I figure out that you could get pretty close by multiplying the price by 8, moving the
decimal place 2 to the left and rounding down a bit]). Then there is also the problem of getting rid of
currency before you leave each country, although this is easier with a car when you can just spend the
remainder at a gas station near the border. (Our Peugeot seems to have a drinking problem anyway and
can always use another belt of super unleaded). I was really disappointed that I couldn't get rid of my
Austrian shillings—after I topped off the gas tank I still had just over 140 left (about $11)--too small an
amount to mess with converting, but enough to not just toss it in a drawer. Then, out of the blue, a toll
booth came in sight right before the border with Italy-- the toll?--140 shillings! There are some
similarities in road signs, but they vary in helpfulness. German signs (notwithstanding the word for exit)
have been the best--they consistently tell you three times for every exit, diagram the interchange on a sign
(including the route numbers) and give the major cities ahead on each exit or dividing highway--unlike
France which, when the road splits, helpfully gives you the name of the next fencepost jackleg town
(only) down each route when Paris might be just beyond on one of them).
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The EU still has a ways to go though in one other important area of life--the bathroom (WC or toilette
here). Not only are the toilets themselves of widely varied design, but once one is finished there is the
flushing challenge. So far I have pushed things, pulled things, pressed things, yanked things, pivoted
things and stepped on things. (I have also attempted a couple of futile plumbing adjustments which had
no effect). If these actions don't work, dancing before the porcelain sometimes seems to bring about the
desired effect. There would seem to be no excuse in this department--Mad King Ludwig (the Cinderella
castle guy) had a commode next to his bedroom which automatically flushed when one raised from the
seat--and this was in the 1800's. Maike hit our first hole-in-the-floor-with-adjoining-foot-impressions
design in France (encountered again in Italy) and all of a sudden her level of desperation plummeted.
Suddenly, contrary to her earlier assertions and impacted by shy bladder syndrome, she in fact could
wait. Well, that's the toilet report--I bet your Aunt's travel diary didn't cover this topic!!
More Fun than Botticelli
On the road, we made a brief detour to Lemoos, Austria, home of the longest sommerroddelbahn (luge)
in Austria--1200 meters of downhill fun on a four wheeled cart with a joystick control between your
knees (forward, faster; backward, brake) which flies down a cement (banked where necessary) track next
to a ski slope--they use the same ski lift utilized in the winter to take you to the top--woe to him who
reaches out. Pretty simple really: first you ride up on the lift and then zip down on the cart. We had a
delay between these steps however, as we noticed on the way up that a cow amongst the herd (each with
cow bell tinkling around its neck on the grassy ski slope adjacent to the luge track) had broken through
the skimpy fence and was about ready to step into the track. (Hitting a cow makes for a really bad day at
the luge!) The kids immediately dubbed this the most fun thing they had done in their lives.
Surprisingly, they enjoyed this even more than the works of the renaissance masters--go figure! I think
Andrew, if he had access to his life savings, would have shot the wad at that place.
One more week until we arrive in London via some more of Switzerland, Germany and France (to pick up
our luggage).
For all the Holzhauers with eyes peeled for more luge tracks,
Greg
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**Greetings from London**
Installment 6
September 26, 1999

Dear Friends:
Greetings from London
We arrived about a week ago and have settled in well. And while I couldn't personally prove that it ever
rains on continental Europe (out of 30 days, except for 5 minutes of showers while driving out of Venice,
we didn't have another drop), I can barely prove that the sun ever shines here. Before a glimpse of our
first British impressions, here are a few words about the end of our travels...
3 Hikes at 3 Elevations
The first hike was along the Cinque Terre--five little Italian villages with names like Vemazza and
Riomaggiore strung along the Mediterranean Sea like widely spaced pearls laid up against the mountains
where they meet the water. It is a part of the Italian Riviera with an entirely different character from its
French counterpart to the West. This area is rugged, virtually beachless and slower-paced (3 of the 5
towns are inaccessible by car and only reached by a single train line which bores through the mountains
only emerging at each one). But the Mediterranean waters are the same gorgeous blue. Going from east
to west the hiking becomes more rigorous--from a 40 minute, virtually level stroll between the first two
towns to a 90 minute hike which starts with climbing 370 stairs between towns three and four (and gets
more difficult from there). On a bright sunny day, the kids and I burned through some serious film--every
time we rounded a bend, the view back to one village or forward to the next seemed better than the last.
The next hike (at about 4000 feet) was above L'Abri in Huemoz, Switzerland. We were so taken with
the mountains near Solalex, we decided to stay an extra day and hike around. Again we were blessed
with a pristine day with panoramic views as we took a 3 hour hike past cows, sheep, horses and even
donkeys grazing in the rolling mountain fields against the alpine backdrop. In a few high clefts of rock
we saw snow. The constant cacophony of cow bells around us sounded like deep wind chimes, giving
us a soothing soundtrack to go with the visual images. The trails were well marked and otherwise
populated only with the occasional Swiss family out for a Sunday afternoon walk.
The last hike was higher in the Alps near Wengen, Switzerland in the Berner Oberland (at about
6000 feet). Again reached only by local train, it affords close up views of the adjacent snow covered
Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau peaks (each over 13,000 feet) which slice into the blue sky like icing covered
knives. There was even a glacier in full view on the Jungfrau. Despite the fact that the air temperature
was about 70 degrees on a sparkling clear day, there was snow in the protected crevices below us at the
base of the Jungfrau. This is perhaps the most beautiful place I have ever been (usurping L'Abri on the
list). The peaks looked just like the picture postcards for sale in the village. I said "Wow" and "What a
day" so many times, I finally told the kids that "wow" was 1 and "what a day" was 2 and I just said the
numbers: "1,1,1...2". That night, after dinner, Maike and I walked up behind the waterfall which
cascades off the mountain peak and is visible from our hotel room balcony in Lauterbrunnen--fabulous at
night when it is bathed in spotlight.
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Lauterbrunnen is only about 30 minutes south of Interlaken, Switzerland which is accessible by autobahn
from most other major cities. Unfortunately we weren't coming from a major city and slowly climbed
through the mountains and wound down into the valleys from L'Abri. There were so many switchbacks
and hairpin curves that we had our first and only serious run-in with car sickness. Suffice it to say that
while Tony Bennett may have left his heart in San Francisco, Andrew left his breakfast in the Alps.
Under the Sea
We reluctantly left Lauterbrunnen to head north into Germany (making phenomenal time on the
autobahn) paying a visit to Freiburg (where I spent a semester in college). The grilled bratwurst on the
square around the cathedral tasted just the same. Over a couple of days, we took a cruise on the Rhine
(disappointing) and a drive along the Mosel River. We toured a magnificently maintained castle called
Burg Eltz (in the same family for over 1000 years), passed vineyard after vineyard strung up and down
the hills, blitzed through Luxembourg and returned to our first stop near Paris to retrieve our overpacked
luggage. One night we stayed in a several hundred year old mill (converted into a private home). From
there it was on to Calais to catch the chunnel--the train through the tunnel under the English Channel. In
35 minutes (not counting substantial loading and unloading time) you can get from the shores of France
to the shores of England in your car driven on a double decker train without ever seeing the ocean at all!
On the Other Side
On the other side of the channel we switched to driving on the other side of the road--an interesting (and
constant) mental exercise ("think left, think left, think left"). After a week of it, while it is becoming
somewhat less terrifying behind the wheel, on foot it still seems completely unnatural to look to the right
before stepping off the curb to check for traffic whizzing at you spinning off a nearby roundabout.
Driving in London is entirely the traffic nightmare we were promised. Arriving the first day in the
afternoon, after finding our house, we had to leave right away for Basingstoke to gather the sheets and
blankets we are borrowing. On the way out of London that Friday afternoon (along with every other
Londoner who owns a car), we were literally being passed by pedestrians who were making better time
than we were. It was better on Sunday as we drove across the Thames for church at All Souls (the church
where John Stott is rector emeritus). He was preaching that Sunday and we enjoyed worshiping with a
veritable United Nations of parishioners. Sunday evening we were back into the city to All Souls where
our dear friend Saul Cruz from Mexico City preached at the evening service at the beginning of a
3 week speaking tour for him.
Our House in Dulwich
The house we are renting is in Dulwich, south of the Thames and of central London. It is a
two-story house with a kitchen, dining room (doubles as homeschool classroom), bathroom and family
room on the first floor and four small bedrooms and another bathroom upstairs. It has a small place to
park the car in front and a narrow yard ("garden" here) in the back. While detached, the house is only
about 2 ½ feet from the lot line on either side on a lot that is perhaps 40 feet wide. We are thrilled with it;
it more than meets our needs. There is a small park diagonally across the street (with a goose-filled pond)
and a train station a block away. Last week to get to the Institute, I took a train (for 5 stops) to the London
Bridge station, switched to a subway ("tube") line (for one stop) and to another (for 5 stops) which takes
me to the Oxford Circus subway station right in the heart of fashionable London. That trip takes about 50
minutes each way. Next week I am going to try a different bus and tube combination which may prove
faster.
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The Institute
The Institute for Contemporary Christianity is located in a chapel built in 1724 when it was surrounded
by fields and streams and served as a place of worship for the employees of the Earl of Oxford. Now it
is dwarfed by cosmopolitan London--major department stores on one side and royal societies on the
other--and homeless sleeping out front each morning. There are about 30 of us in the course--only 5
from North or South America (one from Peru, one from Mexico, an Episcopal priest from New
Mexico and student from Maryland). Once a week we meet in smaller tutorial groups of 6. In mine,
there are 4 men and 2 women comprised of a young pastor from Hong Kong, a 58 year old man from
India who has been a pastor in Zimbabwe for 20 years, a dentist from rural North India, a Polish
student worker and a lawyer from Singapore. It has been great fun learning about the unique
backgrounds of each one. They are phenomenal people each in their own right--surely a foretaste of
the demographics of heaven. John Stott gave the lectures for the first week and will again next week.
After that, other lecturers as experts in their given fields pick up the lecture schedule.
TallyHo
The critical issues of the day are a little different here. The front page headline in yesterday's newspaper
involved Prime Minister Tony Blair's controversial proposal to ban . . . fox hunting(!) -- a suggestion
which outraged conservatives and sparked quite a row. Mildly amused, I dismissed it as some sort of
British time warp until last night when Andrew spotted one (a fox, that is, not a conservative) on the
back patio looking in the window.
For all the Holzhauers ready to pull on the jodhpurs and round up the hounds,
Greg
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**Greetings again from London**
Installment 7
October 16, 1999

We've been here four weeks now (or as the Brits would say, we are "four weeks on") and are well settled
into more or less routine daily life. The London transport system continues to frustrate in its unreliability
(busses which are supposed to come every 15 minutes, don’t show up for 40, but then along come two
back to back). We have lovely neighbors with whom we have exchanged dinner invites. We have seen
"Les Mis" at a West End theater. The weather now vacillates between warm/wet and cold/clear. We've
visited four churches and unless something better comes along will probably settle in to a neighborhood
Baptist church. Louise has located a clarinet teacher for Maike and a cub scout troop for Andrew ("...to
do my duty to God and my queen . . . " --I told him his queen was Mom). On the weekends, we’ve been
out to Windsor Castle (hoping to interest Prince Harry in Maike), toured a couple of museums and
visited StoneHenge. Altogether "brilliant." Here are some more perspectives on daily U.K. life for the
Holzhauers:
What Passes for News
London sports a plethora of newspapers falling into 2 categories--the broadsheets (consisting of 4 classy
but unabashedly politically biased full size newspapers of all persuasions--total circulation about 2
million) and the tabloids (consisting of another half dozen or more headline emblazoned 2/3 size
dailies--one of these alone sells 3 million a day--I'm told because it has a topless picture on page 3 every
day). Amazingly these are churned out every day while in the U.S. most major cities can't seem to
support more than one daily. A regular feature of the morning TV shows consists of holding up the
newspapers one by one to let the viewer know what each has to say (since no one can otherwise keep up
with more than ten newspapers). And there is another free one distributed in the London “tube" stations.
For the last ten days, the Paddington disaster obviously dominated them all. First the estimated death toll
climbed to over 170 and then fell to less than 40 as those they had counted as missing turned up "on
holiday" or were otherwise accounted for. It was fortunate that the car ("carriage") that was incinerated
was a first class one (and thus mostly empty); most of the passengers in it seemed to have escaped the
600 degree fire. Every conceivable individual, company, governmental official and agency has been
blamed for the carnage--including Maggie Thatcher who privatized the railroad system years ago. The
queen (the first time I've seen hide or hair of her in public) showed up to express her concern--guess
that's who you send when you don't have Al Gore. Amazingly, there was a similar crash in the same area
several years ago.
The week before the news concerned a prominent pastor from a large Baptist church in Cambridge who
resigned his post and up and left his family to move in with a 26 year old man. (Picture someone like
Jim Henry in Orlando only with a more national reputation.) There followed a wonderful editorial piece
(I suppose it would be a My Word piece in the Sentinel) in the Daily Telegraph. If you would like to
read it, I have blatantly copied it word for word (most likely violating copyright conventions of more
than one nation in the process) and will place it at the end of this missive for the truly dedicated reader.
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What Passes for TV Entertainment
There are 5 basic TV channels here for which you pay an annual "license" fee (of about $160) to watch.
(Cable is also available, but we don't have it.) The license fee eliminates "adverts" on the two BBC
stations and is given to it to produce all those great programs they churn out. The last sentence is only
partially tongue in cheek. Some programs are fairly esoteric--like PBS for the ultra-snooty. The
comedies are generally lousy. Other shows are atrociously boring and/or poorly crafted. A few are
sexually explicit (violence is a no-no for the standards board censors but not sex). But some of the
documentaries are thoughtfully provocative. A smattering even contain overtly religious content
presented in an engaging way--no talking vicars in dog collars.
The most fascinating program for us as a family so far is one called "1900 House". The producers of this
real life show selected a family (husband/wife/16 year old daughter/twin 11 year old daughters/9 year old
son) from among a number of applicants to live for three months in a middle class London home outfitted
exactly as it would have been in 1900. They are permitted only those creature comforts available in 1900
and must dress (corset), cook, eat, bathe, shave (straight razor), take care of bodily functions ("loo" in
the "garden") and otherwise live exactly as one would have lived in 1900--and be filmed doing it, the
cameras being the only modem things around. They have gone to great lengths to make it as authentic as
possible--even the grocer is only allowed to sell them the fruits and vegetables which would have been in
season or otherwise locally available in 1900. By the third day, the wife was in tears after ruining yet
another dinner (since she couldn't regulate the heat in the coal fired stove and had no idea how long to
bake things); by the sixth day, they were smuggling in shampoo. While it feels a little voyeuristic to
watch them, it is fascinating--and in the best British tradition, educational, as well, as you inevitably and
unconsciously learn about life in 1900. There have only been four episodes shown so far taking us up
through the first week of their experience; I'll keep you posted if anything really interesting happens.
The Language Barrier
These Brits just don't talk like we do. No surprise there. I'll share some of the vocabulary puzzlers
for us as we go along. But the accent, while beautiful, also impedes sensible communication. After
church last Sunday, Maike was talking to a girl about her own age who said, "I prefer it here; do you
prefer it in America?" Maike heard, "I have a ferret here; do you have a ferret in America?" Maike's
answer (accompanied by the most puzzled of looks) confounded her new friend. Translators were
called in. An international incident was narrowly averted.
Goodings
As many of you know, as at home, I am in charge of laying in provisions around here. After Walmart
bought out one of the two major British supermarket chains, there has been a flurry of news reports
(TV and print) which highlight how the British consumer is getting hammered by high food prices.
Walmart promises to bring prices down to U.S. levels and the major competition is posturing to meet
the challenge while many of the mom and pop neighborhood stores which still exist around here are
fearing for their business lives. I find some things very reasonable: flour--20 cents for 3 1h pounds;
generic coke--25 cents for a 2 liter ("litre"--they can't spell either!); milk, eggs (only brown available)
and ice cream about the same as in the US. Meat is astronomically priced--roughly twice the regular
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prices in the States. So chicken breast might cost $5.50 or more per pound and a puny looking steak,
$15 a pound. (The British are really miffed at the French who won't import British beef in fear of
mad cow disease, yet the Brits themselves will still not sell beef on the bone to themselves, apparently
for the same reason). It takes a math degree to figure out what stuff really costs as it is both priced in
monetary pounds (of course) and kilograms. I still haven't figured out the difference between half
cream, single cream, double cream, clotted cream, and creme fraiche. Black current is a common fruit
flavor of juices (fruit juice concentrate called squash is sold in liter bottles) and jams. One also
occasionally needs a translator in the grocery store as well. A sign for "Mange Tout" above fresh pea
pods, for example. Fruit is cheaper by the "punnet". Zucchini is "courgettes" but we still haven't
figured out what "gammon" is, although it would seem to be akin to ham. Eating out is not a solution.
British cuisine is not exactly world renowned (witness the specialty "bangers and mash"--sausage and
mashed potatoes); Indian curry is considered the national dish. A whopper at Burger King will set you
back $4.
Henry Ford Would Love It Here
The Brits dress as drab as their weather. In fact, if you look around on the streets or on the tube,
4 out of 5 people will be wearing black! When I wear navy blue, I feel like I am wearing clown duds.
It looks like a nation on its way to a funeral. Department store windows either meet or lead the trend
(depending on your point of view) and feature all black outfits as well. Apparently, like the Model T,
you can get clothing in any color you want as long as you want black.
More Exotic Wildlife
The neighborhood fox was back for a second visit the other night, but I am now on the lookout for even
more exotic animals which apparently travel in herds nearby. On the way home on the bus last week as I
idly looked out the window, I spotted a sign along the side of the road which warned as follows:
"Humped Zebra Crossing--400 yards ahead". Ever since, I have been on the lookout for these rare beasts.
There must be a bunch of them to merit their own crossing! Yet, they must be nocturnal as well, for I
haven't seen a single one during daylight hours. (A Cadbury’s chocolate bar for the first one of you to
email back with the correct answer for what the sign really referred to).

For all the Holzhauers (off to "hoover" the upstairs before I "tuck in" to the dinner table and
eventually "tuck up" into bed),
Greg
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Here's the editorial (for those who haven't yet gone blind reading the foregoing email):

"Confessions of an Adulterer -and Other Sins"
Anne Atkins reflects on the breakdown of her friend, the preacher Roy Clements
I was asked to comment, when on television recently, about the claim that preaching is dead.
My opponent had written a book espousing the multi-media. The sermon belongs to yesterday, it
was claimed.
Rubbish, I said. Go and hear Dick Lucas at St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, in the City; or Roy
Clements, in Cambridge. I have listened to Roy, spell-bound, for hours that seemed like minutes; I have
heard him explain the events of thousands of years ago as if they were yesterday, and seen, in the light
of his brilliantly lucid mind, the applications for today. I remember a series of hour-long lectures on
Malachi, so inspiring that members of our church attended each talk twice. So I welcome the
opportunity to thank Roy, publicly, from the bottom of my heart. Nothing will take away the
wonderful teaching he has given to hundreds of thousands of Christians. Nothing can shake the greater
love he has given me for God's Word.
As it happens, Malachi's is the most forceful Biblical voice regarding marital breakdown.
"God hates divorce," the prophet says simply. So naturally, when a friend told us that Roy had left his
wife and children to live with a friend, we were devastated (we were also told that his friend is male,
which is not relevant, and their relationship non-sexual, which it certainly is). It is hard to describe the
shock. What comparison will do? Tony Blair voting Conservative? No, that would be nothing; I might
feel astonishment, and either betrayal or glee depending on my politics -but not infinite sadness. Or a
friend's granny convicted of child molestation? No, that would bring incredulity and nausea -not sorrow.
Perhaps the best I can do is describe a personal incident. Like any parents, we have sometimes been
through the mill, but I don't remember my husband shedding tears in all the years we have been married.
That is, until last week, when we were praying for Roy and his family.
And yet we were not surprised. Don't get me wrong. I don’t mean we weren't surprised
because of who it was. On the contrary, I can hardly think of anyone less likely to abandon his loved
ones. We were well prepared, for a far more important reason.
When I was younger, I used to find some Christian teaching rather gloomy. The doctrine of
total depravity, for instance. I preferred to think everyone's jolly nice, really. And so we are: we are
made in the image of God, with the divine stamp on us all. But the Bible also teaches that we have
fallen from this created ideal, and now are rotten through and through-all of us. I have friends who
consider this deeply offensive. But as I get older, I have found it increasingly liberating.
You see, I, too, am an adulterer. A few years ago, I was in a remote part of the world, alone with
the owner of an idyllic island. As the days went by he became more attentive and more attractive. It was
an extremely pleasant sensation. I was enjoying myself greatly, my work required me to be there, and my
head insisted that I was above temptation. But I am not. The Bible tells me so. Consequently, I knew I
must leave urgently. I did. By the grace of God, I didn't commit adultery. Not then. And not yet. But
it's there, in my heart, biding its time. Jesus said that makes me as bad as the worst offender. Happily,
because I've always been taught that I am capable of adultery, I have always been on guard against it.
After all, it doesn’t start when you jump into bed with your lover-but months, years earlier, when you tell
yourself that your friend understands you better than your spouse.
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The other Christian doctrine that friends -and perhaps most readers -find repugnant is that there
is a Devil. Why do I believe this? Because Jesus did. And, as with everything He taught, I have found
it consistent with the world around me. Over and over again, I have known who Christians feel attacked
just as they were about to do some particularly important Godly work. (Yes, of course this could be
coincidence; so could Creation.) After my husband became a vicar, we experienced the worst three years
of our lives. One of our children was hospitalized, a much- loved relative caused us intense grief, and at
one point I seriously contemplated walking out. But because of Jesus's teaching about the nature of evil,
I could perceive a superb, malevolent intelligence behind this campaign to wear us out. The knowledge
forewarned us, and helped us keep going, as no doubt Our Lord intended.
A particular clergyman and his wife are well-known for their excellent talks on marriage.
They are one of the happiest, most united couples I know, so I was surprised when another friend
expressed concern for their relationship. "Look at the work they do," he said. "If you were the Devil,
wouldn't you love to bring them down?" And if were the Devil, I'd be thrilled at the pain I'm causing
Roy and his family. One of the best preachers in the country? What a coup.
Christians have always known that we are no different from our fellows. Our sin before
was to look up to Roy as if he were better; our temptation now is to look down, as if he were worse. He
is not, he is the same adored child of God, as loved now as ever before. Indeed, perhaps he is loved
more. To our shame, we didn't pray for him then, as we are doing now. Certainly, I feel closer to him
than I did. Why, he has frailties like mine. He needs to repent, as I do.
And, if and when he comes home, he will find God's forgiveness more precious than ever. One
of the many shocking characteristics of Jesus of Nazareth was that he loved bad people more than good
ones. There's more joy in Heaven, He said, over one sinner who turns back than 99 righteous people who
don't need to.

The Daily Telegraph--October 2, 1999
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**Greetings again from London**
Installment 8
November 5, 1999

Another few weeks have passed and while we continue to enjoy the City of London, we still struggle with
London transportation (today's excuse: wet leaves on the train tracks which delayed many trains and
caused one to slide right through a station) and we sometimes scratch our heads over these wacky Brits.
Today is Guy Fawkes Day--it is the only holiday I am aware of named for a bumbling terrorist--Guy was
discovered Nov. 5, 1605 just before he lit the match in his attempt to blow up Parliament. Today he is
burned in effigy and celebrated with bonfires all over London capped off by fireworks. Real festive. I
celebrated instead by spending an hour browsing art at the National Gallery and then dropping in next
door at St. Martin-in-the-Fields to catch a few minutes of the rehearsal for tonight's chamber music
concert. Yesterday we saw Andrew Lloyd Webber's most recent play titled "Whistle Down the Wind"
(it's no Phantom). Recently, we did get out of the City for 5 days heading up to Scotland. On the way we
visited friends who have been serving as missionaries in Papua, New Guinea, explored York (great
minster and museum--including the history of the vacuum cleaner--you know, the hoover) and spent a day
in the Yorkshire Dales, James Herriot country, where we saw Skeldale House, sampled local sweet breads
and cheeses and drove through the hedge-rowed countryside. In Scotland, we spent a night on a sheep
farm and the day exploring sheep country (see "Sheep Day" below). But first, this news update:
More of What Passes for News--(or “Where's the Beef--Part Deux")
The Brits have been droning on and on for the past couple of weeks on the French refusal to import
British beef for fear of BSE (a/k/a "mad cow disease"), again notwithstanding the fact that the British
continue to ban beef "on the bone" for sale to themselves for the same reason. It has been the stuff of
daily front page headlines and incessant lead TV news stories--with hordes of correspondents sent to
France and to Brussels where the EU scientific consortium finally allowed as how British beef wasn't any
more or less safe than any other beef on the continent. This however was little consolation as in the
interim it was revealed that the French have allowed sewage (including human waste) into their animal
feeds, a practice which, while repugnant, apparently poses no risk to human health. Once that news
broke, the Brits became immediately incensed as only the Brits can become (''tut, tut; good heavens") and
have used this issue to pick their fight du jour with the French with whom they have been squabbling for
the last 1000 years or so (give or take a millennium). This week's magazine The Economist ruminated that
while the British don't really hate the French any more than any other country (the Germans won't take the
beef either), they just love to hate the French more than any other. In a move of solidarity with British
farmers, the British agricultural minister has mounted a personal boycott of French apples and pears (ooh,
ow, that hurt--another half dozen French apples down the drain), but the Prime Minister (Tony Blair)
refused to follow suit which in turn prompted the conservative opposition leader to comment that it wasn't
only the beef that lacked a backbone in Britain. All in all, it is not a good time to be driving a Peugeot
with French license plates in the U.K. (as we are); I'm living in fear that our every driving faux pax (er,
minor error) will provoke patriotic road rage.
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What Passes for Sports
There is nothing except golf on the sports pages I can remotely understand. The British have invented
all sorts of ridiculous games with rules no one understands--and then everyone else in the world beats
them. Here is an excerpt regarding a cricket match of yesterday chosen at random from this morning's
paper: "Michael Atherton top scored with 72, before England captain Nassar Hussain declared on 203 for
seven. The hosts reached their 204 target with 3.4 overs remaining." I hate it when that happens. Then
there is rugby (a!k/a--Blood, Sweat and Beers). It's a lot like American football without the padding
except that after the ball disappears under a pile of human bulk, if the team can somehow squirt it loose,
it is still in play. All the British Isle teams got eliminated from the current rugby world cup matches and
horror of horrors, France is going to the finals. The nation is suicidal. To get there, the French beat the
favorite New Zealand, a team which does some sort of squatting, thigh slapping, grunting tribal war
dance on the field before each match. Charming sport really.
What Passes for TV Entertainment
Tonight on the tube: "Metroland. Five Men Went to Mow. The story of five Sussex brothers addicted
to lawnmower racing." Yesterday's results were probably on the sports pages too, but I just didn't get it.
As I was saying to my good friends Tom and Nicole. . .
The neighborhood rumor (confirmed by the newspapers complete with a picture but denied by the people
involved) is that Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman have bought a house here in Dulwich where we live. It
is actually just down the block--well, it's a few houses down the block--43 to be exact--across a couple of
intersections and past a school, a church, a train station and two small clusters of shops--but it's on the
same side of the street. The story goes that they want their two small daughters educated in British
schools so they shelled out 2 million pounds (about $3.3 million) to buy a little place here. It's actually
not all that impressive. Housing prices here are ridiculous--the average price in all of London is just
over $200,000 and increasing at a rate of about 25 percent(!) per year. Our small, but comfortable house
would sell for about $400,000.00 (this month) we are told--in College Park you couldn't get $80,000 for
it. Perhaps even the Cruises were taken aback by the prices; a spokesman for Tom Cruise stated,
"They’ve never been to Dulwich, never seen this house and Tom just hopes nobody sends him the bill for
it."
Sheep Day
As I mentioned, in Scotland we spent the night on a sheep farm in the hills, waking up to the first rays
of sun casting a mysterious, foggy glow on the panoramic view of Loch Lomond below--no sea
monster in this one though. Our very gracious hostess (a hard working farm woman) gave us the
lowdown on their farm, complete with its 7 sheep dogs, over 2500 lambs born each year and a red stag
deer (christened "Vinnie") which wandered onto the farm a couple of years ago and now grazes the hilly
fields just like one of the sheep. After hiking around it (the farm, not Vinnie) and up to the promontory
above, we drove past beautiful hills and lochs in the fresh autumn air, taking in a small teapot factory
and a rushing waterfall at various points, the idyllic countryside interrupted only by a cross country
motorcycle race we happened upon. (It must be admitted that the fall colors are not impressive; they
don't have the varieties which produce vibrant reds, so you only see dull yellows, burnt oranges and
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browns). The hedgerows of the Yorkshire Dales were replaced with stone walls marking off the fields.
We capped off the day visiting a cheese factory and a couple of woolen mills including one which had a
live presentation of a year in the life of a Scottish shepherd, including his prize winning sheepdog at the
trials (remember "Babe"?). All in all, a relaxing day spent just wandering without itinerary or agenda.
For all the Holzhauers (and Tom and Nicole),
Greg
P.S.--Thanks to all who replied to the last installment. For those of you who are still wondering what a
"humped zebra crossing" is (I know the suspense must have proven difficult), it is a speed bump which
doubles as a black and white striped pedestrian crosswalk. Congratulations to Doug Meier - the first of
several respondents - who won the Cadbury bar.
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**Some final thoughts from London**
Installment 9
November 23, 1999

In just a few days we will be returning home to Orlando--to be specific, Andrew and I will be flying
home on the 29th and Louise and Maike on the 30th. We're wrapping up the sights-- scrambling to the
Imperial War Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum and Greenwich (to set our watches and stand
with one foot in each hemisphere)--as well as peering in the windows of the home used in filming 1900
House. We'll soon tum to the attempt to cram twice as much volume into the luggage with which we
arrived. Here are a few final observations from the city of double decker buses and red phone booths.
By the way, in case you are curious, we never did see any members of the Royal Family in person--I
would have been thrilled even to see the Queen Mum (she turns 100 next year!).
Urban Foxes (the 4-legged kind)
Our latest fox sighting occurred on a late evening return from the heart of London. As we rounded a
comer inside the London Bridge station transferring from train to tube, Louise said, "I think I just saw a
fox around that comer." Sure enough, loping through the mostly deserted London underground station
was a rather healthy looking bushy-tailed fox. I have come to learn that there are in fact urban and rural
foxes, the former surviving by ransacking garbage cans (or "rubbish bins" as the Brits put it) and the
latter hunted by hounds. Incidentally, while the optimal fox hunt ends rather savagely when the fox is
caught by the hounds, the odds are with the fox; apparently 85% outwit or outrun the dogs and escape
unharmed.
Beef
The French still ain't takin' it. The Brits have now filed suit with the European Court. This game of
chicken (ironic term!) could go on for decades.
Strangers in the House of Lords
Last week, we were sitting in the gallery (called the "Strangers Gallery") above the House of Lords
during the last hour of the last day of the last session in which the hereditary peers were seated. For
those of you who don't know why that is significant (like me), it seems that for the last 700 years or so
(or more than 3 times as long as the U.S. has existed) you could have a seat in the House of Lords
(one of the two houses of Parliament along with the House of Commons) just by the benefit of
inheritance--once a Lord always a Lord and then your kid gets the family seat. Recently however, they
voted themselves out without any permanent replacement method of filling the seats. In the interim
while they try to figure out something, the 750 or so so-called hereditary peers will be replaced with
92 who were voted in (to join the 26 bishops and 500 or so unelected so-called "life peers" who are in
for life, but whose children do not inherit their seats). If the hereditary peers wanted to be considered
among the 92 remaining, they had to submit a one page essay on their qualifications and why they
thought they should be elected, which either amused or irritated most of them. (Next I understand
they have to write another one-pager on what they did on their last summer vacation.) Anyway, there
we sat (right above Baroness Margaret Thatcher) as an era of British history came to a quiet close.
After the last
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vote, the speaker along with a couple of solemn-looking hangers on marched across the ornate lobby
(where we had relocated) to the House of Commons brandishing the Black Rod with which he rapped
on the door to be admitted to deliver the results of the final vote. The British are big on ceremony you
know. Surprisingly, there were only about 20 of us there to witness in person the end of this era in the
greatest parliamentary system in the world (if you don't believe me, just ask them).
Remembering
Two weeks ago the Brits celebrated Remembrance Day followed by Remembrance Sunday. For the two
preceding weeks a substantial number of people (all the TV morning show interviewers and almost every
one of their varied guests for example) wore paper poppies (the national symbol of remembrance) pinned
to themselves. Then there was a widely observed moment of silence on the Day and a nationally
televised live service on Sunday afternoon which many families gathered to watch (either that or the
slightly shorter edited version on a second network in the evening). A huge parade took place on Sunday
afternoon as well. This bears no resemblance to our Memorial Day in which more appreciation is
afforded veterans for a day off work than anything else. I suppose the difference may be in the fact that,
of the 60,000 British who died in World War II, almost exactly half died on British soil, so living on
rationed food in tube stations during air raids remains a vivid memory here. There is a genuine
appreciation for those who died making sure German didn't become the national language.
Christian Britain?
On the other hand, it was revealed last week that for the first time attendance at the Church of England
(almost the only game in town) sank to below 1 million. In a country of 49 million this means only
about 2 percent attend the mother church with any kind of regularity. Add in the other churches and
you might reach as much as 10 percent who ever "darken the door" in their lives. And this in a country
once widely referred to as "Christian Britain".
Here a libel triaL there a libel trial--and a baby!
This week saw the opening of a libel trial involving Mohamed Fayed (the Egyptian owner of Harrods
Department Store and the father of Dodi who was killed in the car with Princess Di) and a former
Member of Parliament. Fayed has spent an estimated $1.25 billion (with a "b"!) so far
trying to keep this trial from taking place. He allegedly wrongly accused the MP of (and get this:) taking
bribes from him. So this will be a trial in which Fayed will be trying to prove his "innocence" by showing
that the MP actually took his bribe. No one seems particularly concerned that he offered the bribe! Then
yesterday, Jeffrey Archer, the author and conservative candidate for mayor of London had to pull out
when it was revealed that he had another man lie for him in connection with a libel lawsuit he brought
against one of the tabloids ten years ago (in which he won about $5 million in damages and costs). I am
gob-smacked (=stunned; speechless). This last news event actually pushed Cherie Blair's pregnancy (at
age 45) off the front page (one of the tabloids had devoted 11 pages to it the day before). Tony and
Cherie will be parents to the first baby in Number 10 Downing Street in 150 years. By the way,
apparently Tony and Cherie were gob-smacked when they found out their news as well.

Sir Cliff--for the Millennium
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The other scandal of the month surrounds the latest offering from Cliff Richards (after being knighted a
few years ago, now known as Sir Cliff). For those of you who are not familiar with the "British Elvis,"
Sir Cliff has had 132 hit records over 41 years; some refer to him now as the Queen Mum of pop. His
latest release is called Millennium Prayer and is (get this:) the Lord's Prayer set to the tune of Auld Lang
Syne!! Try it yourself--(Our Fa-a-ther who art in heav'n/hallow'd be Thy name/Thy kingdom come/Thy
will be done/O-on earth as in heav'n...). Or take my word for it; it's abysmal--perhaps the worst song of
either millennia and arguably an equal affront to both the Lord's Prayer and the classic New Year's tune
(based on an old Scottish melody and poem, by the way). Anyway, BBC2 radio won't put it on their
play list saying it lacks broad appeal. (I would argue it lacks all appeal.) This provoked a blue-haired
protest in front of the radio studio (picture grannies with placards denouncing BBC as the devil incarnate
for their slam on this national treasure). Sir Cliff is quite a philanthropist and is donating all proceeds to
a children's charity. Despite (or perhaps because of) all the controversy, the tune debuted at No. 2.
1900 House/1950 House
In the last episode of the 1900 House shown last week, the Bowler family returned to their 1999 lives
with very mixed emotions. From their initial frustration, they grew to rather enjoy their Victorian
experience. Still they were excited to return to the land of soft toilet paper and liquid shampoo. The wife
was eager to chuck her corset forever. The children were thrilled to eat fast food again. We will return
with mixed emotions as well. For us, it has seemed a bit like we were living in a 1950 house (actually it
was built around 1930). While it is a wonderful little house and has been a real blessing, it features a
dorm room sized refrigerator (which fits below the countertop--the standard in most British homes) and a
2-gallon washing machine (cycle time over an hour and a half) while lacking a dryer, disposal,
dishwasher and microwave oven--not exactly chock full of features for the multi-list! Andrew and Maike
are looking forward to macaroni and cheese. We are all looking forward to being with each of you again.
We will not miss the struggles with London Transport; Louise will certainly not miss the necessary long
distance walking and long stairways. But there has been something at least a little special about riding
past Westminster Abbey and the Houses of Parliament all the time or over the Thames as the Millennium
Wheel is raised. But perhaps it is time to come home when you realize that you just passed Big Ben and
didn't bother to look up. Cheers, mates! See you soon!
For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
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**The Institute**
(Supplement)

I realized when several of you asked that I had not written much of anything about the London Institute
for Contemporary Christianity. The course, like the Institute, was begun a couple of decades ago and in
some ways has not aged well--a bit like an aging actress trying to maintain the appearance of her former
glory days or an athlete still playing the game but now without the legendary quickness in his first step.
Many of the Institute's speakers were simply not of the caliber of their predecessors. The Institute had
been without a director for the year or so prior, and the new one started only 2 weeks before we arrived.
Having said all that, the best thing about the course was the fellowship we enjoyed with the other 30 or so
course participants from all over the world. The group included a dentist from India, a pastor from Hong
Kong, a college youth worker from Poland, a former Hindu from India (now a pastor in Zimbabwe), a
pastor from Rwanda (who has had to deal in his congregation with the genocide which plagued his
country), a lawyer from Singapore, another dentist from El Salvador, a playwright from Nigeria and a guy
in his 20's from England who works with street children in Brazil. Not only did they afford us a
fascinating glimpse into vastly different cultures--and the difficult conditions and even persecution they
labor under, but they gave me great hope for the world with such faithful, dynamic people ministering day
in, day out within their own cultures. To give you a little flavor of it all, I have attached the final project
of one of the students--a young woman from Bulgaria. She wrote her intriguing and entertaining paper in
three parts: in the first person as a child growing up as a budding Communist; in the first person as a
young adult after the velvet revolution; and then as Jesus looking in on all of it. [Unfortunately, we have
subsequently been unable to find Sasha's moving essay.]
What's the Difference?
In each of the last two sections there have been reflections on differences. But one thing the past several
months have vividly illustrated again is that what we share in common with these believers outweighs any
other interpersonal difference you care to suggest. We have more in common with a Rwandan pastor than
we do with our neighbors down the street who do not embrace faith in Christ. The same thing has been
true over the years in Mexico. As we head there, we go to be with people, with whom on a human level,
we have nothing whatsoever in common. We don't share a common language, homeland, heritage,
education, profession, social class or economic strata. But with many of them, we do share a common
Lord. These are brothers and sisters in the family of God. In this family, we are all adopted sons and
daughters. No one has a birthright. But for Christ, none of us could make an intrinsic claim to a place at
the table. We can rejoice at being around the family table together where the differences simply fade
away. In Chuck Colson's new book How Now Shall We Live? (I am all of 25 pages into its 500) he
suggests the rise of multi-culturalism is one result of a naturalistic (this is all there is) worldview; thus,
"without a transcendent source of truth or morality, ...we find our identity only in our race, gender or
ethnic group" which ultimately focus on our differences which have no right to determine our identity,
but often do.
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**Ojo de Agua, Mexico**
Installment 10
January 23, 2000

Dear Friends:
We have nearly two weeks of living in Mexico under our belts and all is well--and thankfully all of us
have been totally well which is a great relief to me since in the past I average getting sick every
5 days or so when I am here. We are all adapting well, have driven nearly the length of Mexico
(some portions twice) and have scarcely been in one place for more than a few hours at a time. But we
are having a great time.
Home
Home was a comfortable respite from being away. There is just something nurturing about being home
that even the engaging, fascinating experiences of "away" can't replace. No matter that it was a very
hectic month. It was wonderful to reconnect with so many of you and to draw off of the warm vitality of
our relationships. Thank you.
The Brady Bunch
So many have asked what it was like being in our home with the Adams family who are living in it while
we are gone. In a word, it was delightful. In sharing the house for three of the five weeks we were home
we never did quite figure out which family was the guest. But to get the feel of it, you would have to
think back to life in a college dorm. There, as in our house, a group of people not necessarily chosen on
the basis of their similarities attempt to get the basic needs of life met under the same roof. Keith, Lisa
and their three children (Brandon, Aubrey and Skyler) are in one sense everything we are not: creative,
artistic, laid back and spontaneous. We look like a family of dweeby accountants alongside them. But
back to the dorm. First you have the shared kitchen at one end with everyone cooking different things at
all kinds of hours. No one was really sure whose stuff was in the refrigerator at any given time or whose
dishes were in the sink. No matter--use it or wash it anyway. Then you had the TV lounge. Normally, in
our house the TV is rarely on; during December, the TV was rarely off. More likely than not, when I got
up at 6:00 in the morning, someone would be asleep on the couch with the TV on (usually tuned to
ESPN). Then there was the bathroom which looked like you would expect with 7 people sharing it. The
counter had more stuff on it than Eckerds carries. But you know, it was wonderful.
On the Road Again
Our 7 day trip to Mexico was mostly uneventful, broken up by a warm family reunion visit with my aunt
and uncle (and a generous assortment of cousins, spouses and children) in Houston. But there were a
couple of moments along the way which are worth sharing. Crossing the panhandle of Florida on the
first day, upon waking up from a nap (rest assured, Louise was driving at the time) my first glimpse was
of a couple of gas station signs as we whizzed by an exit. This provoked me to ask how we were doing
on gas. Answer: the dashboard gauge is below empty. We have another digital display in the minivan
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which shows a bunch of data including direction, outside temperature, how many miles we've gone, fuel
economy and (germane to this account) the distance until the gas tank is empty. In a panic, we scrolled
through the displays until we got to this one. It displayed "0" which of course brought up the next
question: where's the next exit? Answer: 13 miles. Andrew asked if the car could run on its battery
without gas. Answer: "No, but if the Lord wants to run it without gas, He can do it--and He might be
doing just that right now!" However it happened, we gratefully reached the next exit without having to
hoof it.
The other moment occurred when we crossed over from McAllen, Texas to Reynosa, Mexico. It was
easier than we possibly imagined--too easy as it turned out. We pulled up to the gate, got a green light,
continued on and there we were, loose in downtown Reynosa. I couldn’t understand where all that stuff I
had read about the tourist tax and the vehicle registration came in. There were no signs in English or
Spanish dealing with any of that. Nonetheless, off we went. When we got about 25 miles inside Mexico,
we hit the first checkpoint. A polite, but armed, official explained (in Spanish) that we did need all those
things which could only be obtained back at the border. (It seems there is a free zone close to the border
where people from the U.S. can go back and forth, essentially to shop, without registering or paying the
taxes--which apparently constitutes the majority of those who cross over. That's why the checkpoint isn't
until 25 miles inside.) So back we went, finally locating the office where we filled out the paperwork
and 3 hours later, consisting of 15 minutes of filling out paperwork, 1 hour of driving back and forth
and 1 3/4 hours of inefficiency (first you go to the office no. 1, wait in line outside, go in and fill
out the paperwork at the counter one family or carload at a time, then go to office no. 2 and make a copy
of everything you filled out in office no. 1, then wait 45 minutes for the computers to
come back up in office no. 3 in order for them to log in the information from your copies--add to
that the fact that you couldn't fill out the form while you were waiting in line, only individually at the
counter in office no. 1 where no one seemed to have a pen), we were back at the checkpoint and on our
way once again. Welcome to Mexico! We were thankful though that the newly enacted $800 vehicle
registration deposit remained suspended and we were only subject to the former $16.50 fee per car.
A Mile and an Eternity Away
When you cross the border into Mexico, the stark contrasts immediately assault all your senses-- with
palpably different sights, sounds, smells and tastes. On one side of the short bridge is a typical U.S. city
with the usual urban conglomeration of Targets, Best Buys and Golden Corrals. A stone's throw away
across the Rio Grande, the standard of living drops by about 90% (although the minimum wage for
border towns was just raised to $4.50... per .day!) and commerce takes place at street intersections
where merchants offer whatever goods they can carry up to your car window or display on the street-don't you buy your dining room sets off medians? Restaurants are holes in the crudely unfinished
cement block walls. Construction of all sorts is labor (and mule) intensive. Dust is the most common
commodity. Only once before have I experienced such a contrast--in 1979 when I crossed from West to
East Berlin at Checkpoint Charlie. On one side was the garish neon vibrancy of West Berlin; on the
other, the drab monochromatic sameness of East Berlin with its unrepaired bomb-damaged buildings 35
years after the war. Then it was like someone took all but shades of gray away from the urban planner's
palate.
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Crossing into Mexico, it was like someone drained the economic vitality from civilization and with it
the aspirations of its people who only yearn to cross over one day to the world television relentlessly
beams into their lives. Once again Maike and Andrew were rather wide-eyed and quiet.
Yalalag
Speaking of contrasts, after our board meetings over several days in Mexico City, an endless metropolis
teeming with people and cars (more about that another time), we set off for Yalalag, a remote Zapotec
Indian village in the mountains of southern Mexico only reached by bouncing along a dirt road for 4 ½
hours from the closest city (which in itself is a 6 hour drive from Mexico City). With the two cars we
arrived in, the total number of vehicles in town increased by about a third. There is electricity, but no
phones. The terrain is much like North Carolina with gorgeous vistas of layered mountains as far as the
eye can see. Armonia is beginning its third community center in this picturesque place. You see, the
most common migration pattern is for able-bodied men and women to leave the village with its lack of
opportunity, get to the States (legally or illegally), work for a few years in jobs none of us would accept,
develop some bad habits and then when too ashamed (or sophisticated) to return to the village, they end
up living in the slums in Mexico City. From mountain paradise to urban squalor. So, in an attempt to
learn from the people and find ways to break this destructive pattern, Armonia has come to Yalalag. This
happens to be the village where Saul spent several years beginning at age 4 when his father was sent to
start the secondary school there. (His mother also founded a kindergarten there, as well). In this village
of perhaps 3000 (down from 5000 when Saul was there as a boy), sandal making remains about the only
"industry" along with subsistence farming. We arrived as guests of honor (Maike and Andrew as well)
at the secondary school where we were treated to a program of graceful indigenous dances (complete
with colorful hand loomed and silk embroidered garments known as huipils ["we-peels"]) and to bread
with pazoncle ["puh-song-clay"], a local drink made out of cocoa, wheat and water of dubious purity.
We later toured the "shelter" in which 40 young people (aged about 12-15) from hamlets scattered about
the mountainsides live in horrible conditions as boarding students. The 10 girls sleep together in two
"beds"--wooden frames with a thin cover on top, each wrapped in their own blanket alongside one
another; the 30 boys do even worse, sleeping on thin reed mats on the cold cement floor in two dark
rooms about 12 by 14 feet each. Armonia contributes $300 a month so they can stave off hunger. (And
you thought your junior high experience was crummy.) Yet these were the very ones gaily performing
the elegant traditional dances of their community.
A Shelter from the Storm
A readily apparent need for the shelter students is a decent building and beds. In Mexico City, Armonia
has developed a simple and inexpensive building technology comprised mostly of cement slabs bolted in
steel frames. To prevent the slabs from being impossibly heavy, to provide some insulation and yet to
remain fire resistant, Armonia has used a filler of rice husks in the concrete mix. The obvious idea was to
export this technology to Yalalag in order to build a replacement shelter building. But, they need a filler
in lieu of the rice husks which are not available there. One of the teachers came up with the idea of using
the husks of the coffee beans which are in great supply. One of the Armonia workers tested them for fire.
Basically, you could light them, but they would just smolder and not flame. So then he tossed a handful
on a flame and it quenched it! He did some rudimentary tests for insulating ability and found it to work
well. So, it looks like this will be a great substitute!! There is also a workshop in a storage building at the
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school with decent power tools for carpentry installed maybe 15 or 20 years ago, but no one in the village
knows how to use them. So Armonia will likely provide the training and repairs to get this up and
running. With these tools, bunk beds and tables can be built. The seeds of community transformation are
being planted.
Hablo-in' Espanol
Next week we go to Cuernavaca, a charming flower-filled city about a 2 hour drive from this part of
Mexico City for language school--an intensive 4 week crash course which hopefully will enable us to
engage in the basic communication we yearn for. Our living accommodations there are still up in the air,
but it is beginning to look like God may amaze us again with His provision. I'll let you know in the next
installment from there how it all turns out.
For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
P.S.--Your Subscription Could End If You Like
As we are at a natural break in our family adventure, this is an appropriate time to check to see if those
of you who are currently receiving this might want it to stop. If so, simply reply to this email requesting
removal from the list. Conversely, several of you have said you are forwarding these messages to others.
If so, I would be happy to add them to the list and save you the trouble. Let me know about that too.
Finally, we'd love to hear from you from time to time. Ask questions, let us know what is going on in
your lives--and in the news for that matter, since other than the Internet, I haven't found a source in
English here for that.
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**Cuernavaca, Mexico**
Installment 11
February 10, 2000

Dear Friends:
We are now in our second week of language school. (Could somebody email me a copy of Spanish for
Dummies?). Likewise we are in our second week of living here in Cuemavaca (pronounced roughly
"cwerna vah ca"), whose motto should be "'it’s all behind the walls". As you drive around (more about
that another time) in this city of about a million people, all that is apparent are steep, narrow asphalt
streets bordered by broken-up sidewalks abutting a seemingly endless series of mismatched, rough
masonry walls covered with either painted political banners or graffiti, with scarcely a blade of grass to be
seen. By outward appearances, it is not an attractive city--noisy and congested. But if you manage to get
through the bolted doors and behind the.high walls, you feel like Alice walking through the looking
glass–it all changes dramatically to eye-soothing, lush, floral settings rolling down the steep ravines.
Language School (a.k.a. Boot Camp)
Our school, Cuauhnahuac (pronounced roughly "kwah now walk"), is set on a small campus (perhaps a
couple of acres at most) in the southern part of Cuernavaca The school is in one of those "behind the
wall" kind of settings. The climate is so soothing (warm and dry) that many of the very small
classrooms (perhaps 8 X 8) which ring the campus have only 3 walls and are open to the center terraced
garden areas, which include a large swimming pool and abundant shade trees hovering over explosions
of flowers--all maintained by a full time gardening staff of several people. The classrooms are all tiny
because the instruction is very personal; the most any of us have had in a class is 4 and we are currently
by ourselves in the grammar classes, each of us one-on-one with our own teacher. All together there are
only about 30 students in this, the off season; I learned today that they have about 400 at a time in the
summer. How I now wish I had paid more attention diagraming those sentences in junior high (or
whenever it was I wasn’t paying attention). After I get past subject, verb and direct object, I don't know
what it is in English, much less Spanish. To the extent I speak correctly, it is as a result of mimicking
parents who speak correctly. I have no idea what the rules are and when they apply. So if anyone has a
working definition of an indirect object pronoun, for example, please let me know. Here they explain
even the most difficult grammar construction wholly in Spanish. New vocabulary words are taught the
same way. Only if it can't be drawn, acted out or otherwise explained in Spanish are we reluctantly told
in English. This occurs perhaps one time out of 50. I can’t quite figure out how to describe the
instructors. They are nice, but firm. As to one of them however, I am convinced that I know where
Nurse Ratchet went to work after Cuckoo's Nest. Suffice it to say, we're being driven pretty hard. I will
finish the first course book after being here 9 days which is roughly the equivalent of a first year Spanish
book. Before I came, I figured that after studying for a year or so on my own (including pretty
intensively a couple of hours a day last summer), I knew about 600 common words; here the new
vocabulary list I am keeping for myself grows on average by about 100 words a day. I'll write about the
class schedule next time, but suffice it to say that law school was a walk in the park compared to this.
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Yabba Dabba Doo (or something roughly similar)
Before leaving for Cuernavaca and language school, we decided to try to see if we could pick up some
vocabulary by watching indigenous television. The news was too difficult and the soap operas were of
questionable morals, so we settled on American cartoons dubbed into Spanish. The ones we liked best
were the Flintstones (in which Fred and Barney became Pedro and Pablo) and Los Supersonicos (a.k.a. the
Jetsons). Fred (I mean Pedro) sounds a bit rough in Spanish for my taste. Picture the four of us staring
intently, but blankly at the screen and every few minutes calling out a word we recognize; basically we
couldn't figure out enough of the Spanish even to follow the story (with the video). I decided I was more
cut out for Plaza Sesamo, although I haven't seen it yet. The excuse I am using is that it was on at an
inconvenient time; the truth may be that I am afraid I wouldn’t understand that either, and my fragile ego
might not survive that realization.
Anna, the King and Us
We also went to see the movie Anna and the King (Anna y El Rey). We all thought we would be fine
since the newest movies here are often in English with Spanish subtitles, which was indeed the case.
What we didn't know was that in an apparent move toward authenticity, the movie makers wrote much of
the dialogue in Siamese. Y'all had the English subtitles; ours were replaced with Spanish. As bad as my
Spanish continues to be, my Siamese is worse. Someday perhaps one of you can tell me what the movie
was about.
Casa Dulce Casa
We located the house we are renting here after 3 trips (about a two hour drive each way from the part of
Mexico City we were coming from) to visit Cuernavaca in the first week we were in Mexico. It would
have been two trips, but the realtor we met with on the second trip suddenly remembered this house after
we had returned to Mexico City. It was worth another trip though. The house is more than we need--it
sleeps 13 in fact (make quick plans and come see us!), but our choices were limited to tiny, noisy
bungalows or oversized houses for only a bit more money. This house came complete with a lovely
terraced 4-level patio area facing a beautiful swimming pool complete with (much to Andrew's great joy) a
curving cement pool slide!! I was quickly forgiven for not selecting the other house a block away from a
Baskin Robbins. So, when we are not feverishly cramming Spanish into our heads, we can at least relax a
bit in this resort-like setting. But again, you'd never know it from the street; the house and grounds are
hidden behind a nondescript, vine-covered wall. But inside the wall, it is really pretty. There are some of
the typical Mexican features, however, including plumbing that marginally works, doors that don’t fit the
frames quite right and a phone just like one I think I saw in a London museum. Nonetheless, we don't
have a single complaint (especially Andrew who now wants to build a similar pool slide at home).
Locking Up
Before we left for Mexico, many of you were concerned about our personal safety. Well, everyone is pretty
security conscious here as well. Perhaps the best indication is my key ring. In Orlando, I had 6 keys on it-one for the house, one for each car, one for the office, one for the church and one for a file cabinet. Now I
have taken off the keys for the other car, the office, the church and the file cabinet and still I have 17! I
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have 8 different keys for the place we are staying in when we are in Mexico City, 4 for this house, 2 extra
for the car club and alarm, etc. etc. Carrying around all these keys, I look like I have a baseball in my
pocket. Get me one of those key rings on a waist-mounted retractable cord thingamabob and I could pass
for a custodian.
Down the hill and across the street on the roof above a business establishment are three of the largest
German Shepherds I've ever seen. When these monsters bark (basically all night long at who knows
what), I don’t think they stop to take a breath. Definitely you would think twice before breaking into that
place at night. When they do stop barking, the bells start ringing at what we think must be a convent
nearby (which of course sets the dogs off again as well). Fortunately, our classes start at 8:00 a.m., so
when they ring the bells at 6:30, we should be up anyway.
Chapter One
As some of you know, one of the things I came to help with at Armonia is the writing of a book. Saul
Cruz, while skilled in English and highly understandable when speaking or preaching, feels limited in his
written English expression. So armed with his experiences and wise reflection and with my native
tongue, we have begun. Our first task was to decide what book to write. There were many possibilities
ranging from a simple storybook of fascinating anecdotes from more than a decade of urban ministry to a
seminary level urban missions textbook. We finally settled (for the first book) on an account of the
founding and development of Armonia focusing on its theology and working philosophy liberally
illustrated with stories which flesh out the principles--all of it told from Saul's perspective. We hope to
be transparent enough to include successes as well as failures and times of hope as well as times of
disillusionment. I hope the result will be a significant addition to the literature of urban missiology, while
maintaining a highly engaging and readable style. We have a first draft of the first chapter which we put
together in 4 days of hard work the week before we started language school. We are pleased both with
the written results and the collaborative effort. The book is not just a pipe dream. Saul has been
approached and even badgered by an editor from Harper Collins to submit a chapter and an outline to
them. He is also in contact with John Stott for recommendations of other publishers. He would love to
get the book picked up by InterVarsity Press as it would probably be distributed on a wider basis, but
we'll have to wait and see.
Well, it is time once again to return bleary-eyed to that burgeoning list of Spanish vocabulary words.
Tomorrow at the midpoint of our four weeks at language school, we head to Acapulco (about a 3 ½ hour
drive away) to meet up with a small group from Orangewood working there at an orphanage this week.
We'll talk again soon.
For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
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**Mexico City, Mexico**
Installment 12
March 3, 2000
Dear Friends:
We are back in Mexico City after the 4 weeks of language school in Cuemavaca (see below). We have
also had our first gastroenterological events. Something hit us all one day last week. Before that Maike
had a bout of worshiping the porcelain goddess our last week in Cuemavaca, but even that didn't stop her
later in the day from going with us to Taxco, the quaint city of clay tile roofed houses randomly stacked up
and down the mountain slopes and famous for its silver jewelry. After our visit, there is only slightly less
silver there, replaced with a bit of our cash. Fortunately (despite my fears), we didn't leave any of the
paint from our minivan there as well when we squeezed up and down its narrow cobblestone streets. (No
wonder so many of the taxis are VW beetles). Recently by the way (and totally without logical transition),
I learned the derivation of the name of both the school and the city where we were in school.
Cuauhnahuac (the name of the school) was the name of the place when the Spanish conquerors showed up
a handful of centuries ago; unable to pronounce it (go figure!), they began to call the place what sounded
most like some words they knew--in this case the Spanish words for the horn of the bull (cuerna de vaca).
The city's motto (they haven’t yet adopted my idea) is the "City of Eternal Spring"-- an apt moniker as
well, accurately describing a climate we will miss now that we are back in Mexico City where the
overnight lows are still in the 40's.
Goin' for the Tank
Language school remained a challenge, but became more manageable as time went on. The pace was
relentless however. Louise was a particular beneficiary/victim of it. To give you an idea of what it has
been like for her, by the last week, she was in a small class with a recent college graduate--who majored
in Spanish!! Another gal in her grammar class was originally from Czechoslovakia who came knowing
only a couple of travel book phrases two weeks before we arrived. This means that she learned in 2
weeks what Louise had learned in 2 years before we came. It is incredible. My teachers (perhaps aware
of who they were dealing with) in the last two weeks went at a merely rapid (but not hell bent) pace. The
children did very well. They almost always had a grammar teacher one-on-one. Maike finished the
equivalent of what is covered in the book Orangewood uses to teach first year Spanish (which I
understand they don't usually finish in a year). The schedule was 3 hours a day of grammar followed by
an hour and a half of conversation and another hour and a half of what they call "Situational Spanish",
which amounts to topical vocabulary building--one day about parts of the body and illnesses, another
about transportation and getting and following directions etc. Then about 1-3 hours of homework each
night. There was also optional weaving (yes, weaving) classes three times a week. They provided a bit
of a break from the cerebral challenge; however, the teacher doesn't speak any English, so you still had to
deploy your Spanish.
The pain is starting to produce some gain however. Our last Sunday in Cuernavaca we went to Joel
Salazar's church (the one Orangewood supports). The church had about 35 in attendance—it meets in a
back yard of a house someone donated the use of after she got married and moved away.
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Anyway, for the first time, without a translator and only looking up a half dozen words in the dictionary, I
understood the bulk of the sermon, most of the songs and about ½ the testimonies/prayer requests (rather
complicated stuff like somebody's mother who was having problems with pain in her knees and who
thought she had arthritis but once she got to the hospital turned out to have colon cancer but the doctors
were not very forthcoming to the family for about 5 days about what was really wrong with her etc., etc.).
I can't tell you how I know it or even how I learned it, but it was just better than it has ever been before. If
people speak clearly and reasonably slowly, I can get the gist of the conversation--not every detail, but at
least the general ideas. It is still a problem when people start chattering at me--especially on the phone (I
dread when it rings), but I am encouraged nonetheless.
When we first arrived, I was so desperate I asked Louise if she would consider becoming Pentecostal-that way I might have a chance of spontaneously speaking in Spanish. She assured me that it didn’t
work that way and even if it did, I might just get some obscure Chinese dialect. But she did promise that
if I obeyed all the rules and didn’t complain at all that we might score enough points to win a tank (you
had to see Life is Beautiful to get that one).
In Spanish I Talk like Tarzan, So It's Only Appropriate. . .
When we last left off, we were headed to Acapulco to meet up with a group from Orangewood there
continuing the church's relationship with Casa Hogar, a home to about 95 children who are orphaned or
otherwise in need of shelter. Acapulco itself is comprised mainly of a wide sweeping coastline where the
mountains meet the Pacific with monolithic American style resort hotels on the south end of the beach and
squattier hotels frequented more commonly by Mexicans on the north end. We spent the weekend where
the Orangewood group was staying-- at the extreme north end where there is no beach at all, in a small
hotel propped on top of the sharp cliffs jutting up from the ocean. We were right near where the cliff
divers take leave of their senses (4 times a night), soaring off the cliffs into the surf below--(impressive,
even if foolish). The rather spartan hotel (called Los Flamingos) was formerly a mini-resort built in the
early 50's by John Wayne, Errol Flynn, Red Skelton, Fred MacMurray and Johnny Weismuller, who won
5 Olympic gold medals in swimming before making a string of Tarzan movies. They used to bring
boatloads of Hollywood friends down the coast to stay there. Even after the group sold the place around
1960, Weismuller retired there, living until his death in 1984 in a round house he built out on a point
overlooking the Pacific--one wrong step off the patio and you're bouncing down the cliff into the surf.
If you saw it, you would probably agree that most of the glory the hotel may have once had has faded,
but nothing can take away the killer views.
How the Other Tenth of a Percent Lives
Joe Creech, the missions pastor from Orangewood who was formerly a missionary in Acapulco, was
invited by some members of the church he started there to lunch at the Princess Hotel--a mega hotel
down the coast a bit. We tagged along not to lunch, but to explore this luxury hotel and its beaches,
walking around like we had every right to be there. It is a gorgeous place, but the sheer dichotomy
between it and much of the rest of the city near it is staggering. Here are a bunch of pampered tourists
slapping on gobs of sun goop and cavorting in the sand and just a stone's throw away are people who
don’t make in a year what these people spend in a day. It’s a funny world we live in.
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Some Staggering Stats
To get a further notion of the wealth spread in Mexico, picture first a country in which, according to the
Forbes list of the world's richest, there live more billionaires than live in either Canada, the United
Kingdom or Saudi Arabia. Meanwhile, the minimum wage was just raised to around $4.50 in
metropolitan Mexico City--by the way, that's $4.50 per day, not per hour. Carlos Fuentes, an award
winning journalist disclosed awhile back that 25 of the richest families in Mexico make more money in a
day than 25 million of the poorest people in Mexico make in a year. Wrap your minds around that one.
From Slum to Law School
Tomorrow night we will be going to a ceremony and dinner honoring Lilliana, the daughter of Hugo
Salazar, who is graduating from law school. This is especially impressive because she is from a very poor
family who live in Jalalpa, one of the Mexico City slums and the place where Armonia began with its first
Christian Urban Transformation Center. She was among the first children served by the center, given the
encouragement and scholarship/employment to stay in school. For several years she has been a "becario",
who, in exchange for working in the center supervising younger kids in doing their homework after school
received a modest stipend enabling her to stay in school herself Some of you who have contributed
financially to Armonia over the years should rightly absorb some of her sense of accomplishment.

For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
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**Ojo de Agua, Mexico**
Installment 13
March 22, 2000

Dear Friends:
Greetings again from Mexico. Yesterday was the first day of spring--and Jaurez' (the first president of
Mexico [as we discovered later, he was not the first- just revered]) birthday, a federal holiday here. The
weather is warming a bit--and, as to the daily highs and lows, is basically identical to that in Orlando.
This is the dry season in Mexico; we had our first mini-showers of rain last week (5 minutes of huge
drops of rain leaving dusty circles on our car)--the first since we arrived over two months ago. We feel
rather settled in now with the outdoor market (on Wednesdays and Saturdays) becoming familiar and the
kids confident in going down the street to buy bread and pastries at the bakery across the street or milk
at the little "tienda" down the block by themselves.
Yesterday was a day of contrasts, illustrative of the emotional whipsawing this country can provide all too
readily. Since it was a holiday, Saul used the opportunity to gather some of the community people from
Santa Cruz to discuss and begin to deal with some of the community problems. The day thus began with a
visit to the caño, the open sewage stream running alongside the community and directly adjacent to the
primary school, which is causing all sorts of illnesses to those living or going to school nearby. I don’t
have to describe the smell or the color. You get the picture. The day ended with a performance of El
Lago de los Cisnes (Swan Lake) on a multi-stage set built in the middle of one of the lakes in the huge
Chupultepec Park in downtown Mexico City. The images of the gracefully trained ballerinas were
reflected on the surface of the lake where real swans floated by with equal natural grace. From sewage
stream to Swan Lake; this country can do it to you.
Spanish is Sooo Polite
As frustrating as this language is for an adult trying to learn it, there are some charming qualities about
Spanish. There's the pronunciation--all the letters are pronounced consistently--phonics is a breeze--none
of that long "a", short "a" stuff that non-native speakers of English lose their sanity over. But another
endearing aspect of Spanish grammar is the fact that you don't take the hit for anything that accidentally
happens. In other words, you don't lose anything--in the grammatical structure of Spanish, those things
lose themselves to/for you; you don't drop anything--things drop themselves to/for you and you never
forget anything-they forget themselves to/for you. You can't even break anything--you got it, they break
themselves to/for you. I think it is extremely magnanimous for all these things to absorb the blame for our
absent mindedness, carelessness and a lack of coordination.
What Stuff Costs in Mexico
While Mexico is no longer the bargain basement of the continent, there are still some bargains to
be found. The real time to buy things here will be right after the next devaluation of the peso which most
people expect to take place within the first six months following the (Mexican) presidential election in
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early July. In the meantime, mostly those things which are highly labor intensive are inexpensive-remember that embarrassingly low minimum wage of $4.50 a day. Even professionals are paid very
little--a dentist visit might run you $6-$8; a crown (and all the appointments to go with it) will set you
back $40-$60. House rents are modestly cheaper than in the States. Gasoline is only sold at the
government-owned Pemex stations at a fixed price all over the country for each of the two grades of gas-currently about $2 a gallon and adjusted monthly. Gas prices are going up much more slowly than in the
U.S., but creeping up here as well. Toll roads are expensive--the 3 hour drive from Cuernavaca to
Acapulco costs $40 each way, but it beats the free road where you are likely to get behind a truck (or
possibly even a herd of something) for a few dozen miles--on our way back from Angangueo (see
below) we actually clipped the rear flank of a horse who at the last second made the suicidal dash across
the highway late at night! Non-imported fruits and vegetables are ridiculously cheap. Strawberries at 45
cents a pound, wonderful pineapples at 70 cents apiece, delicious cantaloupes at 3 for $1 and broccoli
at less than 40 cents a pound give you some idea. Meat is inexpensive as well, costing about one-half or
less than the regular price of comparable cuts in the U.S.--at least I think they are comparable--it's hard to
tell in the outdoor market with sides of beef or pork laying on the tables- -along with some parts we never
see in the U.S. The butchers find me a source of great amusement as I attempt to describe what it is I want.
I’m more confident identifying chicken parts--it's hard to disguise the piles of feet lying there for sale.
(Don’t worry, we haven't tried those yet). But it's all relative--the two kilos (about four and a half pounds)
of chicken breast I bought the other day cost more than a day's wage for a minimum wage earner.
When It Rains...
It has been a great joy working at Armonia. We are enjoying feeling a part of the team--even if only for a
few months. Louise and the kids are going to the community center in Santa Cruz each weekday
afternoon after homeschooling in the morning. Louise is beginning to teach some computer concepts and
English there. Maike is working with one of the teachers of the little kids; Andrew is mostly just hanging
out there, playing basketball and probably picking up Spanish quicker than any of us. We've been back
three weeks, but the book progress has been disappointingly slow for Saul and me, mostly due to events
outside our control. Saul returned to the expected backlog of work after a 10 day trip to speak at a
mission's conference in Alabama combined with a side trip to Atlanta and Orlando. Then, right after he
got back, his beloved mentor from his days at the university, and the father of the chairman of the
Armonia board each died, necessitating a dash to the funerals in different parts of the city (speaking at
both). After that, his 84 year old grandmother in Oaxaca fell and broke both femurs requiring two trips by
plane there in the last ten days. (As an aside, even the hospitals for nationals are so corrupt that unless
you are prepared to bribe the staff or absolutely ride herd on them constantly as Saul did, you simply
won’t get cared for--Saul's grandmother was in the hospital for 3 days before they even scheduled the
operation to set her broken bones--and 2 hours beforehand they hadn't even done a test to determine her
blood type). Then on the day he and Pilar were returning from Oaxaca, Eidi (their 23 year old daughter)
was injured in an automobile accident which put their car out of commission for who knows how long-Eidi is all right, although she is now wearing a foam collar and scheduled to start physical therapy this
week for the whiplash she incurred. Just a few days ago, we also hosted a visit from Lake Highland Prep.
in Orlando for a couple of days. Then our family with Saul and Pilar took a planned 2 day side trip
together (see below again). So all we have to show for three weeks’ work on the book is a skeletal
outline, and we are reassessing the whole project. Frankly, it’s a bit depressing. Please pray that we will
have the wisdom to know how (or if) to proceed.
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Mariposas Monarcas--and Lots of 'Em
We just got back from an eco-tourist junket to see where the monarch butterflies spend the months of
November through March. Actually some 120 million of them congregate in a few small, mountain
forest areas a few hours’ drive from Mexico City, in places so remote, they weren’t even "discovered"
until 1974. We figured that since such a mob of them spent so much of their 8 month life cycle to come
all the way from the northern US and Canada (at a pace of about 70 miles per 9 hours a day), the least
we could do would be to drive a few hours to meet up with them. To visit them you take the highway,
then go down a few back roads to the relatively untouched village of Angangueo (where long before the
eco-tourists showed up they made their living mining silver), engage a rough old truck (and a driver to
match), bounce up a dirt road (if you could call it that), pay your entrance fee of about a dollar and walk
about 15 minutes to the protected area known as La Salud (which means "health" in Spanish--and
incidentally is the thing you say here when someone sneezes--in lieu of "bless you" or "gesundheit"). As
you walk, you first see maybe one or two butterflies darting here and there and you begin to suspect that
perhaps what you heard is simply hype. A little further along and you see perhaps a half dozen; you
then wonder if you might have missed them and they are well on their way back north. (In actuality
only the females go back--the males, with an extra black dot on each of their two lower wings, die
here after providing stud service.) Then you suddenly come upon a pine tree that looks like it has
gargantuan pine cones hanging from it and it dawns on you that it is really the ends of its branches which
are so coated with the orange and black butterflies that you cannot even see the pine needles. But for a
butterfly farmer (rancher?) from Pennsylvania we met, we were the only ones, there--standing silently in
awe of this natural phenomenon. The butterflies basically hibernate in the cool mountain forests clinging
en masse to the tree branches and conserving energy until the weather warms up a bit which triggers the
females to mate and head back north. When who knows what startles them, you hear what sounds like a
breeze rustling through the upper branches of the towering trees--but it's really the wings of hundreds of
them flitting around you. If you stand still enough for a few moments, several will even light on you. It is
a stunningly beautiful sight--tranquil and majestic at the same time. For those of you who understand how
to deal with such things, I have attached some photos (in JPEG format); have a look at this migratory
phenomenon--and of us who came to see it.
Political Intrigue in Yalalag
Tiny Yalalag (the Zapotec Indian village we visited in January in the mountains of southern Mexico
where Armonia is beginning its third community center) is in the midst of political upheaval--it was even
the subject of several articles (with pictures) in the daily newspapers here in Mexico City last week.
Essentially there are two factions: a traditionalist, anti-progress group dominated by the Catholic church
there and a more progressive group including many friends of Armonia--like the principal of the
secondary school, for example. Putting it mildly, the two groups do not play well together. During an
attempted meeting to work things out between them, one member of the first group (the bell ringer of the
church, who was drunk) began threatening the other group, eventually drawing his pistol--which of
course, caused a chain reaction of weapon brandishing. When it all ended, one person was killed and eight
wounded. 36 were arrested. Probably the only reason one of our friends was not arrested afterwards
(even though he wasn't present) is that he is the brother of the head of the national presidential security
force (like the Secret Service). The state government has sent in an acting representative to run the place
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until elections can be held in about six weeks. In the meantime, I believe that the school remains closed
and most of our friends have just hunkered down. Please pray for this grievously divided community and
the safety of those who work with Armonia there such as Daniel Delgado and his family. We know they
are safe thus far (gracias a Dios), but the situation remains volatile.
For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
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** Ojo de Agua, Mexico **
Installment 14
April 23, 2000
Dear Friends:
Happy Easter to one and all (or as they in fact don’t say here: Feliz Dia de Resurreccion). In the Latin
Catholic tradition the death of Christ bears as much importance as the resurrection -- or more. The focus
here is not only on the death of Christ but also on the sadness and suffering of his mother. On our way
back from southern Mexico (see below) on Thursday night at about 11:00 p.m., we stopped in a town
where the church was presenting the passion of Jesus, acted out over several days. That night a figure of
Christ stood in a makeshift jail, hands tied to the bars, guarded by Roman soldiers in full gear, living men
who would stand there all night long. Some people would come up and put an offering into Jesus'
cupped palms. Then into the adjacent church came a procession of men and women who would be
praying on their knees all night, as well. There was a poignant reality to the re-enactment, and a simple
beauty in the devotion to Jesus that is rarely present in our own Easter celebrations. However, even in
this very Catholic country, more people seemed interested in the fair on the town square, playing fussbol
and eating cotton candy, than in observing an important religious tradition.
Nuestra Casa
About the time we sent the last installment a month ago we moved into a different rented house.. Here is
Louise's description of it from the first week: "The house is quite large with 4 bedrooms and 3 baths. The
neighborhood is quiet and apparently congenial. The rooms are big and airy with a number of skylights
and plenty of windows. There is a big yard in back, a large extra room for office or [home]school and a
wide parking area in front. It is very private, within walking distance of the Cruzes, all the kitchen
appliances work, the plumbing is sound, and we've bought a washing machine. I really feel like I'm living
in luxury. Therefore, I don't want you to think that I am complaining in any way as I give the following
descriptions; I just want you to know what life is like in a second-world country (and perhaps to give God
some extra thank-you's in your next prayer time).
This is a middle-class house in a middle-class neighborhood, but it is not as nice as the Cruz's
neighborhood a few blocks away. There are some nice houses on the block, but you would never know it
because, like ours, only blank concrete walls and metal doorways face the street. There are also some
vacant, trash-filled lots and a couple of convenience-type stores in the immediate vicinity. Our large
backyard is a barren desert covered in dead grass, dirt, and dog poop, with not one tree or flower. Like all
houses we have encountered here (probably all homes except the very rich), things have been done piecemeal, as though someone's goofy brother-in-law had a few too many beers and decided to construct, wire
and decorate a home with all his fraternity buddies. Light bulbs dangle from bare wires in every room; the
walls bulge in and out as if on their own whims; molding, where it exists, is mismatched and paintsplattered, and absolutely everything dates from the 60's. There is some nice marble flooring in the living
room and great Mexican tile in the hall, but even these have not been applied evenly or particularly well.
The living room paneling stops and starts wherever it likes, is streaked and faded in patches and certainly
never matched the wood of the lovely glass doors in the room. The rest of the floors are sometimes
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cracked linoleum or terrazzo tile except for one bedroom which we had carpeted. The concrete of which
the house is completely constructed is alarmingly cracked in places, especially in the one loft room
upstairs. The banister for the plywood stairway wouldn’t pass any US codes for width or safety, and is, at
any rate, coming loose. As for the decor, I will describe one bathroom, and you can extrapolate to the rest
of the house. The walls are painted yellow; the toilet is green with a white seat and an ill-fitting blue tank
lid. The floor is gray terrazzo, the door is painted beige and the sink stand is brown wood. The light
switch is conveniently located behind the door, inside the shower stall, which is aqua tile with dark brown
plastic doors. We have a half-refrigerator, no dishwasher or disposal, and no clothes dryer. Once a day or
so we run out of water and have to turn on the pump outside until the roof tank begins to rain down and we
know it is full again. We are working on some of these problems with the Cruzes' most generous help.
They have loaned us every stick of furniture in the otherwise bare rooms. I feel badly that we take
so much of their time, energy and resources, but they give as a reflex, it seems, and are always loving
and cheerful. Wish I could say that about us! To be a part of God's family is a wonderful thing."
We've since met our next door neighbor--a wonderfully gracious woman who spent junior high and high
school in California and who thus speaks English perfectly. She runs a private kindergarten and
elementary school near here and immediately started loaning us things we needed--like a hose etc. After
a couple of weeks of near constant watering (the rain we've had in the last 4 months wouldn't amount to a
tenth of an inch), the grass turned green again. We also have a new large tank on the ground which
automatically fills the one on the roof when it runs out so that we theoretically always have water (a
theory which has proven a bit faulty in practice). That system has its pros and cons: about every other
night in the middle of the night the roof tank spontaneously overflows creating a cascade of water off the
roof right next to our bedroom window, a condition only solved by turning off the main water supply at
the street--this morning I did just that at 4:15 a.m.
'
Recently Louise was reading a devotional by Joni Eareckson Tada which commented on how much easier
life has become today. She commented on the fact that the backyard clothesline is no longer
commonplace. Louise wanted to say "Oh, yeah?!" out loud, because we most certainly do have one here
and consider ourselves fortunate.
The Border Magnet
One of the most significant problems in this country is the almost magnetic attraction the U.S. has for
many Mexicans, particularly the overwhelming majority living in poverty. It is not difficult to
understand, given the huge gulf between the minimum wage in the U.S. and even a good salary here,
together with the media assault which beams the fruits of the booming American economy into every
Mexican shack. So a huge percentage of families here lack husbands, fathers, brothers and sometime
wives, mothers and sisters who have left for years or forever to the U.S. Sometimes the family remains in
contact; other times they never hear from their lost relative again. Few of them cross legally. Most pay
the going rate of about $1500 to professional smugglers who spirit them across the border (imagine how
hard it is to get that money together). Many die in the process as they are dumped in the desert just across
the border in the middle of nowhere and succumb to hypothermia or die of thirst. Just a few weeks ago, 7
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young men who lived very close to the community center in Santa Cruz died when the truck they were
packed into crashed while being pursued by border guards. Officially, the statistic is that about one
person a day dies attempting to cross the border. But Saul could name 25 or more who have died just
from this tiny community on the outskirts of Mexico City in the last two and half years; so the truth must
be that many more have not survived the attempt. The coordinator of the Jalalpa community center has
an aunt who died in the desert; when her body was found, the I.N.S. required a payment of $3500 to
return it. The entire extended family is scrambling to come up with the money. This problem is so
widespread that there are TV ads sponsored by a group concerned for the health and safety of illegal
migrants which air constantly. But they are a bit schizophrenic. One ad gives advice on how to survive
the process (follow power lines to civilization etc.); others show graphic pictures of body bags being
loaded up to discourage the attempts. For those of you who know this family, Heriberta's (the mother of
Dulce and Tonito) husband left for the U.S. a couple of weeks ago; this time he called, so we do know
that he survived the crossing. A group from Orangewood was in their home last September and learned
about his employment at the time. For the last several years, he went to work every day in a factory,
working overtime daily and earning $8 a day but spending $2.50 a day in transportation (almost 2 hours
each way) to get there and back. Maybe you'd risk it too.
[Since I first wrote this part just before we left for the coast, Miguel, another Armonia employee and
friend to many at Orangewood who is particularly close to my father, left for the U.S. without telling Saul,
leaving behind his wife and three children. Apparently his plan is to stay for 2 years. We do know that he
made it safely as well. Today in church his children were asking for prayer that nothing would happen to
him in the States and that he could come home soon. It breaks your heart.]
Dozens O' Dolphins
As I said, we just returned from a 10 day trip to the Pacific coast of Mexico. We spent 2 days traveling
each way through Oaxaca, spent 4 days by ourselves at a resort in Huatulco (living like that other welloff tenth of a percent I wrote about a few installments ago) and 2 days exploring coastal backwaters with
the Cruz family. The resort was like a cruise ship on land--you pay one price and everything is included.
We took full advantage of it, relaxing, eating well, working out in the gym, sleeping late, swimming in
the pools, snorkeling (6 times) and kayaking--I even took a scuba lesson, something I'd never done
before. I think for Andrew heaven is a lot like the resort where even the cokes in the minibar in the room
are included--we calculated Andrew drank about 50 in 4 days! Huatulco is a creation of God and,
beginning in 1988, a quasi-governmental Mexican tourist agency, which began planting a series of
hotels and the support structure for them on 9 otherwise uninhabited bays along the coast while leaving
the majority of the land in its natural state. I will share just two experiences from the trip. On the last
day there, we rented a plancha (a small mostly flat-bottomed boat with an outboard motor, canopy and
driver) to explore 7 of the bays. We snorkeled in 3 places (each time by ourselves with no other snorkeler
around) seeing a varied assortment of tropical fish and coral. The highlight though was on the way back
when Louise spotted a bunch (school?) of dolphins which came over to us and swam in front and
alongside the plancha for probably half an hour. Some would go and others would come; at any given
time we had 2-8 right by us. They would dart and surface next to us; one even did a Sea World kind of
flip about 80 yards away. Then we started seeing huge sea turtles swimming lazily on and near the
surface. We ended up seeing 6 within about 10 yards of the boat. It turns out that of the 8 varieties of sea
turtles in the world, 7 of them are found off the coast of Mexico. Then we spotted the fin of a sailfish
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who followed us for awhile until the dolphins spooked him. Great fun! The other experience was with
the Cruzes before we went on a bird watching expedition in another small boat through the freshwater
lagoons and canals near the coast-- picture Disney's jungle cruise without the plastic hippos and pygmies.
We went along for a visit in a village along the coastal road with about 30 or so families, most of whom
live in houses made of palm fronds with thatched palm roofs. We visited one home in particular, new
acquaintances of the Cruz family. After watching one of the daughters make tostadas de coroso (a
crunchy tortilla made from the pit of a type of coconut known as a coroso--about the size and appearance
of a kiwi--along with sugar and cinnamon--rolled paper thin and grilled--delicious), they invited us for
a fish soup which was also tasty. They are very poor people who shared so graciously all they had with
us, later loading up the car with coconuts (the regular kind), mangos and more tostadas. They shyly asked
if they could have just one thing from us: a picture of all of us so they could remember the day and show
off their guests to their friends--I doubt they ever had any guests in their home before.
Tomorrow it is back to work with Saul on our revised project. We are now working on a series of Bible
Studies which could be used in a variety of settings: missions conferences, with visiting groups, as part
of an eventual book, etc., beginning with 3 studies on the fourth chapter of John which includes Jesus'
encounter with the Samaritan woman at the well.
We continue to appreciate your prayers and the occasional encouraging or newsy email message.
For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
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** Ojo de Agua, Mexico**
Installment 15
May 30, 2000

Dear Friends:
Greetings (for the last time this time) from Mexico! It's been five weeks since our last installment and
despite the minor inconveniences of daily life which are more than made up for by the cultural richness of
this country, we have settled into a comfortable routine--enough of a pattern that we anticipate some
reverse culture shock on our imminent return to the States.
The Border Magnet--Part II
The U.S.-Mexican border continues to be a factor in daily life even in this place which is a 15 hour drive
away from the closest crossing point. The magnitude of the situation is startling. Somewhere between 6
and 9 million Mexicans have crossed over (mostly illegally) to work in the U.S. If the higher end of this
estimate is correct, it means that approximately one out of every eleven Mexicans lives in the U.S.; given
the number of children in this country, it also means that a huge proportion of the Mexican work force
has left the country. After the government owned oil company (Pemex) and tourism, the money sent
home by these workers is the third largest source of national income. There are so many Mexicans in
California, two of the leading Mexican presidential candidates campaigned there (see below); even
though the immigrant workers can't vote in Mexico, the hope is that they will communicate with relatives
back home. Tension is also high. In just one Arizona border town of 15,000, they sent back over 30,000
illegals in just one month--about 1000 a day. The southern Arizona ranchers are so frustrated at the
inability of the U.S. border agents to stem the tide that they have taken things into their own hands; some
ranchers are patrolling their own lands as vigilantes with watchtowers and night vision goggles. One of
them even solicited others to come and help with a brochure titled "Fun in the Sun" which offered free
campsites in exchange for patrolling manpower. Unfortunately, in Mexico incendiary rumors are
rampant. The image of Americans here is quickly shifting from economic exploiters to redneck bounty
hunters. A couple of weeks ago the report that 48 Mexicans had been shot and killed by ranchers was
widely circulated and accepted as factual on radio talk shows; the brochure mentioned above was touted
as a solicitation to come and "hunt" Mexicans for sport. Unless there is some cover-up going on, it seems
the death toll is fictional; I can only find one reference in the international press to an incident on the
Texas border in which a single person was shot in the leg (and recovering) by a border agent after the
Mexican apparently threw a rock narrowly missing his head. Unfortunately, even though he had been
briefly on the U.S. side, the Mexican was standing in Mexican territory at the time.
It's Election Time
Just like in the States, this is a presidential election year in Mexico. But unlike the U.S., here they only
come around once every 6 years. For the last 71 years the president has come from the same party (the
P.R.I.). It would be the same in the U.S. if the Presidents had all been Republicans or Democrats since
before the Great Depression! As a Time magazine article put it, "since 1929, the
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country's presidential succession has depended literally on one man--the outgoing President, who chose
his successor after lengthy consultations within the P.R.I. in a personal decision known as the dedazo,
pointing the finger. Though the selection was followed by a four-month primary campaign and then a
national election, the outcome was assured-- because the P.R.I. ensured it, through a combination of
ward heeling, patronage, bribery, intimidation and occasional violence and electoral fraud." Sometimes
things get pretty rough. 6 years ago, the frontrunner was assassinated during the campaign and 12 years
ago it is widely understood that a suspicious computer failure and subsequent hand-counting was
responsible for keeping the P.R.I. in power. This election seems to be a bit different however. There
seemed to be a bona fide primary--even though the President's favorite (Francisco Labastida) won the
P.R.I. nomination. There is the sense that the people are fed up with the corruption of the electoral
system (and the resulting governments which are far more interested in securing their own succession and
personal wealth than in serving the people). It is hard to conceive that at the same time the U.S. economy
is so hot that Greenspan has to repeatedly raise interest rates to head off inflation, Mexico is experiencing
what has been called the worst economic crisis since the 1930's. People definitely sense they are slipping
economically; many feel they are in a free fall. Currently, of the 6 candidates in the race, only three are
really more than a blip on the radar screen, and besides Labastida, only Vicente Fox (of the P.A.N. and a
former executive with Coca-Cola) currently has a realistic chance to win. They are fighting hard (and
dirty). Opposing candidates openly accuse Labastida and the P.R.I. of corruption and publically call him
a liar (and other unprintable names). Until election day (July 2), the practical result is that every open wall
becomes a campaign mural and every utility pole is plastered with posters--usually the same one on pole
after pole for miles. Blimp-sized headshots of the candidates look down at you from billboards the size of
major buildings. At the moment, the polls are showing Labastida and Fox in a dead heat.
Wanna what?
While Saul and Pilar were in the U.S. for a week to speak at a Mission's Conference in a church near
Washington D.C., we took the opportunity to get out and see a bit more of Mexico (within about a 4 hour
driving radius of the City). Besides visiting Taxco (the quaint mountainside city famous for its silver
jewelry) for a second time, we spent a couple of days in Guanajuato (pronounced roughly "Wah nuh
waugh toe"), an intriguing small city founded in the 1600's which grew up after the discovery of silver in
the mountains there as well. One of the fascinating things about this place is that most of the major
streets are underground--along tunnels blasted, drilled and chipped away through solid rock, with little
stairways here and there leading up to the surface streets and alleys. It is a culturally rich city with
something like 7 performance theaters and what they claim is the foremost university in the country. (But
then again, doesn't every university in the U.S. claim to be the Harvard of the area?) The city has a thing
for Cervantes and Don Quixote. Annually they host a Cervantes festival in October and there is a modestsized museum where every work in it is some artist's, sculptor's or carver's rendition of Don Quixote,
sometimes on horseback and other times alongside his feeble-minded chubby cohort, Sancho Panza.
The city has a relaxing feel to it and while a tourist destination, there were very few Americans
there, perhaps because it is a bit remote for most.
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So What's Next
Several of you have asked when we are coming home. The quick answer is August 1st. In the
meantime, after re-crossing the border on June 7th, we plan to spend about 3 weeks in the national parks
of the western U.S. and the balance of July with my parents in Michigan. In the meantime, before we
leave, tomorrow we will celebrate our 20th wedding anniversary and this coming weekend participate in
the semi-annual board meeting of Armonia. When we came to Mexico, five months seemed like a long
time, and in terms of separation from friends and family it has been a long time; however, in many ways
it seems like we just arrived yesterday. In some areas we look forward to coming back (safely drinking
from a water fountain is a plus). But we will miss many things when we leave--foremost among them all
the dear friends who have warmly embraced us, exercised extraordinary patience with our halting
Spanish, refused to take offense at our cultural insensitivities and to a person have loved and accepted us
as one of their own. Maike will miss daily contact with the children and the teachers at the community
center. (And I know they will miss her--if I ever show up without her, bunches of them ask where she
is). Andrew will miss the parrot at the store on the corner and his friend Salvador, a 10-year old boy who
lives with his parents and sister in a two-room apartment around the comer from the center in Jalalpa
and stars on a citywide pre-professional soccer team. We will miss Mexican yoghurt, buying fruits and
vegetables in the outdoor market which had been on the vine the day before, classical music concerts at
the Fine Arts Palace, cool nights and humidity-free days, tacos al pastor, pastries from the bakery down
the street, $2 first run movies in luxurious theaters and singing "Let Everything That Breathes Praise the
Lord" (in Spanish of course) with a congregation of God’s family from around the world. Till next time
from somewhere in the West...

For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
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**Grand Junction, Colorado**
Installment 16
June 25, 2000

Dear Friends:
Greetings from the Western slope of Colorado. We are there staying with our best friends from law
school days and enjoying that reunion. Let me catch you up on our last month.
Re-entry
We left Mexico City on June 6th and after a night in Monterey (and a speeding ticket in, as far as I
could tell, an unmarked school zone), we re-crossed the border almost uneventfully at Laredo, Texas
and made our way a couple of hours further to San Antonio for the next two nights. We did neglect to
turn in some required papers to Mexican customs and, so far, cannot figure out how to mail them in, as
instructed on the forms. You know it's bad when US citizens are crossing into the country illegally!
Other than the ticket (which by the way was settled on the spot and didn't actually result in a written
citation--some might have other labels for this little on-the-street arrangement), we made it the entire
time in Mexico without any kind of driving incident which I consider close to miraculous. Many of you
know that my greatest fear about living in Mexico City was driving there, and any of you who have
been there will know that my fear was well-founded. I also made it the entire five months without
stomach eruptions which was miracle number two (since during at least half of my previous visits I
would spend some part of the time worshiping the porcelain goddess).
Speaking of driving in Mexico, here are some direct quotes from the English translation printed
on the form we had to sign to temporarily import a vehicle: "According to that settled down in the
articulate 139, fraction IV of fiscal character, I Declare under of saying the truth that I carrier out the
temporary import. . . Likewise I am informed of those who rot to drive my vehicle in national territory:
Rot to be driven in national territory by a foreigner that has Tourist's migratory qualities... I am informed
that it is forbidden the vehicle can't be used like load transport or it stops managerial activities... Likewise
I manifest that I am informed that in the mentioned behaviors, I will be subject to the lost of the vehicle,
to the economic sanctions or inclusive crive could be configured sanctioned with prison pain." I hate it
when that happens! I think possibly, even I could do a better job of translation than that.
We didn't know what kind of reverse culture shock we would experience upon returning to the U.S. As
it turned out, there were three identifiable impressions which we all noticed. The first was the incredible
variety of retail and grocery stores and the huge selection within them. We felt almost overwhelmed by
it all at first-- both exhilarated and assaulted at the same time, and it took us a little while to adjust.
While most consumer goods are available somewhere in Mexico City, it was astounding to recall that
they are so readily available within a few block radius in even a modest sized city in the U.S. Our
second impression was of the beauty and cleanliness of this great country we live in. I don't know what
we're doing with all of our plastic and aluminum, but it's a whole lot better than throwing it alongside
every road and stream.
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Thank you, Lady Bird Johnson! The third was the inordinate number of obese people in the U.S. In five
months in Mexico, I doubt we saw more than a half dozen seriously overweight people; here you can't
swing a pork chop around your head without striking at least 3 or 4.
The West So Far
Since many of you have traveled in this part of the country much more extensively than we have, I
won’t bore you with great details of our travels thus far. Suffice it to say that we have stood more than
700 feet below ground (in Carlsbad Caverns) and more than 5000 feet above a canyon floor (at the
Grand Canyon). We have been in temperatures from the 50's to 124 (in San Francisco of all places!)-and experienced some 40 degree swings in half hour periods. Along the way, we have viewed wood
turned to stone (Petrified Forest), a sea of white sand (White Sands), Native American ruins built into
the cleft of high mesas (Mesa Verde), walked below dramatic sandstone arches (Arches) and been
bathed in waterfall spray at the base of the 5th tallest waterfall in the world (Yosemite). We have
watched them make wine (Napa Valley) and Hershey's chocolate kisses and Reese's peanut butter cups
(near San Francisco). Along the way we celebrated two holidays in traditional (?) fashion. For Father's
Day the kids and I walked hand in hand across the Golden Gate Bridge, and the day before on Maike's
14th birthday I took her to prison (well, Alcatraz, which was a federal maximum security prison from the
30's until1963). Perhaps the most interesting thing we have seen so far was the exodus of tens of
thousands of bats in synchronized flight at dusk as they emerged from the entrance to Carlsbad Caverns.
They swirled counterclockwise around the opening twice and then flew off in formation into the night
sky to reduce the insect population by several tons overnight. If you ever visit there, don't miss the
nightly bat flight.
1900 House
For those of you who remember our mention of a fascinating 6-episode program we enjoyed on British
television last fall in which a family was chosen to live for a number of months just as a middle class
family would have lived at the turn of the last century in a house specially outfitted for the purpose, it
has apparently made it across the pond (along with the now ubiquitous "Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire"--which also came from the U.K. lock, stock and barrel--even the lighting and music is the
same, except that the host in the U.K. was better than Regis and a million pounds is worth at least one
and a half times as much as a million dollars!). We noticed in San Francisco that "1900 House" was
being aired on Monday nights on their PBS station--I don't know when or if it might be aired in your
part of the world, but check out the travails of the Bowler family if you can. You'll enjoy it.
How the Economy Really Works
These days there is a lot of talk about the inner workings of the economy. No one seems to know what
really causes things to happen. I can’t explain everything, but I can offer some anecdotal evidence which
may shed some light on it. When we left London last fall and stopped pumping dollars into that
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economy, within weeks the value of the pound had fallen about 10 percent and the value of the euro (that
benchmark against which the exchange rates for a basket of other European currencies are set) fell more
than that. Hmmm. Then, a couple of weeks ago, on the very day we crossed the border back into the
U.S. and we stopped buying pesos, the peso fell about 5 percent against the dollar, after being relatively
stable for a number of months. Go figure. And then as soon as we started putting gas in the family
truckster in the States, gas prices soared to record levels. Greenspan, Schmeenspan. It's us!! I can't
explain why the super high gas prices in the Midwest, but we are headed in that direction as we wrap up
this part of our family odyssey. How did they know?
For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
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**On the shores of Elk Lake, Michigan**
Installment 17
July 27, 2000

Dear Friends:
We are ending this little family adventure in the place it began--at the lake cabin in Michigan. We have
had a great month here, although in the last week or so it has been that kind of sweatshirt in the morning,
fire in the fireplace in the evening kind of weather (which has done nothing good for the lake
temperature--after climbing gamely to about 76 degrees, it has now settled back to around a nippy 70).
Nevertheless, Maike and Louise are preparing for their cross-the-lake swim in another week or so. On
top of that it is as dry as dust, forcing us to water several thousand little cherry trees to prevent them from
shriveling up and dying. On the positive side, Maike has become an accomplished tractor driver in the
process. Everybody sing: "Green Acres is the place to be..."
The Grand What? Are You Kiddin' Me?
After we last wrote, we paid a visit to the stunning Grand Teton National Park. Perhaps only the
advanced French student will know what these snow-capped rounded peaks reminded the French
explorers of. My own opinion is that they had been out in the wilderness with the boys just a little too
long. The series of peaks didn't look much like that to me--after all, there were at least three major ones
right in a row. What kind of physiological freaks were these men married to? I was incredulous
(gobsmacked to use a British term) when Louise (who had some high school French) translated for us.
Maike couldn't believe it either. Andrew was simply grossed out. Nevertheless, the visit was ultimately
deemed worthwhile once we went whitewater rafting on the Snake River (immediately voted the trip
highlight by both kids).
We moved on to Yellowstone where the crowds finally began to show themselves. All the guidebooks
warn about July and August in most of the national parks. June wasn't supposed to be much better, but
we finished up the last park on June 28th and only then did the experience begin to tarnish a bit due to
throngs of people. Nevertheless, at Yellowstone we managed to see (at close range) deer, elk, bison,
moose (thanks to Maike's eagle eyes) and even a grizzly bear devouring a deer carcass about 50 yards
away--as well as the eruption of Old Faithful 3 times, each within a very few minutes of its predicted
times.
Finally, it was off to see some Presidents (Washington, Jefferson, Roosevelt and Lincoln) carved in
stone on the side of a mountain. But first, we made a brief detour to the Crazy Horse monument for our
single greatest disappointment of the trip (and not just because it rained on us for the only time all
month--at least we made it through Mesa Verde before the whole thing caught fire and they closed it
down). This mountain carving is being done privately by a particular family. The patriarch who started
it all died, but many of his 10 kids still are working at it--albeit slowly, painfully slowly. So far you can
make out his face and generally get the gist of his outstretched arm (and the horse head drawn below it).
I would guess at this pace it will be completed around the start of the next millennium. At a rather
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steep $14 per car load, most of the money seems to have gone into the visitor center/gift shop and very
little to buying dynamite. But Rushmore was a delight and provided me with the most interesting trivia
nuggets of the trip. Example: Jefferson was originally carved to the left of Washington and after they
had his eyes and nose virtually completed, they hit soft rock and had to literally blow his face off the
side of the mountain and begin again on the other side of Washington. Interestingly enough, the creative
genius of the project (Gutzon Borglum who had originally planned to carve the figures at 3/4 length
until lack of money forced him to scale back the project) died just weeks ahead of completion and the
final work had to be completed under the direction of his son. Hmmm. Both mountain carvers died
before completing their work; perhaps God doesn't like folks messing with his mountains.
In Search of the Perfect Root Beer Float
Somewhere around Yosemite, Andrew became downright enamored to the point of addiction to root
beer floats, and from then on, the purpose of the western swing for him became primarily to locate,
contrast and rank the root beer and ice cream concoctions of the present restaurant compared to every
other ice cream slinging emporium we had previously encountered (and only secondarily to see what
the big fuss the National Park Service and his parents were making over all these national parks was
about). I am not sure we ever reached the pinnacle of root beer floatness since it seemed the root beer
was superior in one location, the ice cream in another and presentation (glass, straw and spoon) in yet a
third. According to Andrew, the best combination (although not a clear winner in any class) was at an
A&W restaurant in South Dakota (incidentally, a state seemingly wider than the whole rest of the lower
48 put together when driving it from West to East; a State which would have to get an upgrade to reach
the "godforsaken" class--but I digress). I was pleased to spot the A&W at the appointed lunch hour
(i.e., whenever dad got hungry, generally right on the dot in a five hour range somewhere between
11 and 4), so in we drove to find (to my utter glee), the old fashioned type of drive-in where you pull
under the tin-awninged overhang draped erratically over the facing parking spaces, view the menu
hanging crookedly from a pole next to your slot and order into the loosely attached rusty box which
looked like it had been bashed repeatedly with a sledge hammer. I explained to the kids about the good
old days (suddenly feeling like an antique myself) when lots of restaurants were like this and how when
the food came, the waitress was going to jauntily stride from the building (or perhaps even glide out on
roller skates) and clamp the tray onto my half-open car window where it would conveniently hang
throughout our meal. I built this up into quite the giddy experience. But nooooo! When the food came,
the side door of the restaurant opened and out sauntered a gum-chomping employee carrying two paper
bags of chow which she passed through my window, rolled the rest of the way down to accommodate the
exchange--no roller skates and no clamp-on tray. Now here was some progress. All the charm had been
extracted. As opposed to the pull-forward-to-the-window, pass-it-to-you-through-the-restaurant-wall
system of every other fast food establishment in the country (which at least has efficiency going for it),
here the poor waitress had to hike across a mud bog of a parking lot just to hand it to you in exchange for
your money. Oh, well--next to go on the endangered species list will no doubt be the drive-in movie
theater (which as I recall use the same bashed in squawk boxes for sound).
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Further Reflections on American Consumerism
The sense of being overwhelmed by the choice, variety and availability of American consumer
products we all experienced on re-crossing the border awhile back has faded a good bit (the heart
rate doesn't rev up at Target anymore), but the memory of it remains. I finally figured out that it felt
akin to the sensations you get passing through rows of slot machines in the airport (and even in the
Albertsons) in Las Vegas with their flashing lights and colors and jangling bells-- exhilarating, but
oddly oppressive at the same time. I was pleased to find in one of the books I read this summer
(along with the new Harry Potter book to see what the big whoop was all about), the author
describing the same phenomenon (albeit with bawdier humor). It was a book written by Bill Bryson,
a guy from Iowa who spent 20 years in Britain before returning to the U.S. with his British wife and
writing a series of columns for a British newspaper describing life in America. In I'm a Stranger
Here Myself, he writes: "America is of course a land of bounteous variety, and for a long time after
we first moved here I was dazzled and gratified by the wealth of choice everywhere. I remember
going to the supermarket for the first time and being genuinely impressed to find that it stocked no
fewer than eighteen varieties of incontinence diaper. Two or three I could understand. Half a dozen
would seem to cover every possible incontinence
contingency. But eighteen--gosh! This was a land of plenty. And what a range of choice they
offered. Some were scented, some were dimpled for extra comfort, and they came in a variety of
strengths frorn, as it were, "Oops, bit of a dribble" to "Whoa! Dambusters!" Funny book; good, light
summer reading.
Fox Wins!
As most all of you probably know by now (since after the election most U.S. newspapers finally
noticed that a South of the Border presidential election had occurred), Vicente Fox, the former CocaCola executive and state governor (who prior to the election was basically snubbed by Clinton, Gore
and Bush in favor of Labastida) pulled off a rather convincing win. Right up to election day, all the
polls described the two front-running candidates as neck and neck; apparently, a large number of
people were fearful of revealing their preference out of distrust of the pollsters and fear of reprisal.
Amazingly, within days of the election, many pundits were speculating whether the party which had
a stranglehold on the country for 71 years with an unparalleled string of election victories would
even survive as a viable party without the ability to deliver patronage with the power of the state
behind it. Since the election Fox has been saying the right things; no doubt implementation will be a
bit dicier. For example, his solution to the illegal immigration problem is to raise Mexican wages
over time to a level commensurate with counterpart industries in the U.S. and then open the borders.
Great idea in principle, but how do you raise wages by a factor of 12 or more without setting off a
whole host of other economic time bombs? Nevertheless, even if all that comes out of this is a
viable 2 or 3 party system, Mexico has taken a great step forward.
This is the last installment I plan to write, as I rather doubt our daily life in Orlando will be of
interest to anyone--after this year, perhaps not to us either! It will probably be years before we sort
out all the experiences and their impact on our family. But it is an appropriate moment to thank all
of you for listening. It has been said that the enjoyment of anything is incomplete until it
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is shared with others. So thank you so very much for allowing us to make our joy complete.
For all the Holzhauers,
Greg
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